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6. A Specification Characterizing the Duration of Unemploymellt

Between Jobs

The ceIltral question addressed in the subsequent empirical analysis is the follo\\.iIlg:

Given the onset of nonemployment (i.e. the initiation of a nonemployment spell), w,hat is the

relationship between UI entitlemats and the accumulative amount of unemployment that

an individud =perienc= before he or she returns to employment? To answer this question

within the frmework presented in the previous section, one - interpret the variable U

as the total number of weeks of unemployment that a indi~,idud reports during a spell of

non employment, w,ith obsermtions on U ~milable for a random sample of nonemploymeni

episodes; the variable t corresponds to the length of these nonemployment spells measured

in weeks; and the fraction p represents the proportion of a nonemployment spell reported as

unemployment.

While knowledge of the distribution f (U\R, PA) formulated in the following analysis to

ans~,er the question posed above pro~.ides much of what is needed tO predict many Of ~~le

combined effects of UI programs, it falls short of supplying dl that is required to e>.aluate

the total effects of UI policies on unemployment. Because work-history variables make up

a part Of the cOnditiOning elements PA, ~ (ul~, ~~) ignor= thepotentialinfluenceOf LII

on the initiation” of nonemployment episodes or on any other mpect of u,ork or earnings

activities. Consequently, the empirical framework developed below is msentidly conditional

in spirit in”“that it etimates the amount unemployment experienced by iIldividuals who

are known to have just left employment w,ith recent work records of a particular nature.

Thus, the estimated effects presented bdow. represent the totrd effects of UI policies only

if one is willing to presume that the influence of UI progrms on employment experiences

is negligible. If one does not accept such a presumption, then carrying out the conditional

analysis considered here is a necessuy step in the development of a complete description of

the influence of UI programs on unemployment. Pursuing a framework capable of predicting

the full impact of UI polici= requires one to combine the sort of analysis considered in this

paper with a model of the effects of UI pohcies on the employment-nonemployment decision
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and on eanings. ] 1

6.1’ A Sample Linking UI Entitlements and Unemployment Durations

To construct rehable measures of a youth’s UI entitlements and receipt of benefits, this

paper analyzes a subsample of 3028 indi~riduds drav,n from the randomly chosen nationally

represent ative smple of 6,111 youths in the YNLS. A dettiled description of the sample

selection criteria is presented in Appendix B. h short, inclusiori in the subs=ple required

a youth to mmt the following 5 conditions: (I) interviewed in each of the first 7 years; (2)

worked at least once since Jmuary 1979; (3) have valid beginting and ending dates for time

periods spent employed, between jobs and in the mihtary; (4) left school ad did not returl~

prior to the 1985 interview date; and (5) have a reasonably accur~te and complete time series

of weekly earnings beginning with Jrmuary 1978 or the l-t date of school attendance. The

subsample contains 1409 men and 1619 women who experience 4031 and 4250 episodes of

nonemployment respectivdy.

Summary statistim of nonemployment spells and the demographic dluactetistics of in-

dividrrds at the beginning of spells me presented in Table 6.1-11 for men md in Table 6.1-IV

for women. Each table reports r=ults for nonemployment spe~s divided into three distinct

groups: the top group presents statistics for spe~s in which an individrrd is not eligible to

receive UI benefits; the middle group summarizes the characteristics of spe~s in w,hich a

youth is eligible to receive UI payments but ftils to do so; and the lower group describes

spells associated with the receipt of UI benefits at some time during the nonemployment

episode. 12 A c=u~ exa~nation ofthesesummwy statistim indicates that UI recipients are

shghtly older, are more Ekely to be on layoff, and =perience more unemployment.

Tables 6.2-M and 6.2-W pr=mt summary statistics of the work history tiabies that

enter into the determination of persons’ UI entitlements as we~ u the imputed measures

of UI benefits obttined for the efigible youths in the YNLS, using the broad definition of

11 In particular, one “~ds to develop and estimatea specification a distribution of the form f (PAIR) Or

f (PAIR, Z) whichdetermineshow work-history vtiables H vary across different pohcy regimm. For the
arrdysispr=entedhere,H notonlyincorporatesaUofthe=pectsofearningsthat go into the determination of

UI benefits, it &so implicitlyconttins informationsignifyingthe terminationof employmentin theimmed~atc

pmt.
I> Note, the s_e individual may be ~souated with dl three spellcatwori=.
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ThSLE 6.1-M

Sw,a=y Statistics 0? Demographics and..N0nempla~.,ent Speils for Mele3.- ., ..., .-. ....Nine=. 0: Lna,..lauals IE sarnp.e = L9Q3

\7ariable I Mean Std.Dev. Y.in. 25> 50% 751 .~.&:.:

Snells fo= which individual is not eliuible fos UI: ntie~ of snells = 2:;2

Age 2C.94 2.36 15.0 19.0 21:0 22 .“0: 27.0

Yea=s of Educatfin 11.77 2.06 7.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 19.C

Pe=cent Non-h,hite 0.21

Spell LengLh 16.01 26.39 1.0 “3.0 6.0” .19.0 337.:

Weeks of une~l o-wT,:, 6.86 15.32 0.0 0.0 1.0 7.0 259.9

Percent of Spel”l 0.39. 0.45 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.0 1.0
Unem?l eyed

F=action Entirely OLF 0.47

Fraction entirely UE 0.30

Frac=ion on zayczf 0.12.

F=action xeturzing to 0.30
criainal EmDlOve=

Snel.ls=.c=eliuible nor.recipients: nfier of sDells = 1190

Age 20.73 2.28 I 16.0 19..0 20.0 22.0. 2?.0

Yea=s of Zticati02 11.55 1.77 7.0 li.O 12.0 12:0 lX.C

Percent Non-whit e.... 0.21

Spell Length 12.95 19.76 1.0 2.0 5.0 14.0 17i,C

Weeks of unem.plo~ent 7.59 13.06 0.0 1.0 3.0 8.0 126.C

Fercenz 0: Spell 0.64
Unemployed

0.43 0.0 0.1 1.0” 1..0 i.C

Fraction Entirely OLF 0.23

Fraction entirely UE 0.53

Fraccicfi on Layoff 0.42

Fraccion returning to 0.24
oriainal Employer

Spells for UI recipients: nber of spells = 719

Age 21.99 2.25 17.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 28.C

Years of Education 11.61 1.47 7.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 18.0

Percent Non-White 0.13

Spell Lenqh 17.66 22.42 1.0 4.0 10.0 22.0 239.0

Weeks of Uneqlopent 14.59 17.63 1.0 3.0 9.0 19.0 216.0

Percent of Spell
Unemployed

0.87 0.28 0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Fraccion Entirely OLF 0.00

Fraction entirely WE 0.79

Frac=ion on Layoff 0.73

Fraction retu=ning to 0.40
o=iainal Emnlove=
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TABLE 6.1-W

SLT-?,Z=YSrati$tics of Demographics and NonemFloqEnt Spells Za= Eex.zLes----
N,ti.erof..Indi%-iduals.in SamD1e = JbJY

Va=iahle I Mean IStd.Dev.

SDells for which individual is not eliaibie for UI : ntie= of snells s.2524

Aqe 21.18 2.46 15.0 19”.0 21.0 23.0. 27.C

Years of Education 12.03 1.92 7.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 LE.?

Pe=cent Non-White 0.18

Spell Length 29.07 48.44 1.0 3.0 10.0 33.0 33C.C

Weeks of Unm?l o~ent 5.15 12.72 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 135.C

Percent of Spell 0.25 0.38” 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.5 1.0
Une~loyed

Fraction Sntirely OLF 0.55

Fraczion entirely UE 0.16

Fraction on Layoff O.O8

=ractior. xeturfiing Cc 0.30
C=jcirial EmDlGve=

Sceils icz eIiaiMe nonreciuie nt5: n-e: of sDells = 906

Age 20.82 2.24 16.0 19.0 21.0 22.0 27.0

Years of Education 12.02 1.94 7.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 i5.C

Percen=.NOn-W5ite 0.12

Spell Leng=h 22.21 38.82 1.0 3.0 8.0 20.0 2ES.O

Weeks of Unex?l oyment 5.54 11.02 0.0 0.0 2.0 6.0 137.0

Pe=cen= of S?ell 0.47
Unempl eyed

0.44 0.0 0.0 0.3 .1.0 1.C

F=action Entirely OLF 0.33

Fraction enci=ely UE 0.36

Fraction on LayOff 0.24

Fraction returning to 0.19
oriuinal ZmulOyer

Spells tc.t_UI..reciwients: ntier o= sPells = 420

Age 21.75 2.25 17.0 20.0 22.0 23.o 27.0

Years of Education 11.88 1.46 7.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 18.0

Percent Non-White 0.11

Spell Length 26.37 39.04 1.0 5.0 12.0 32.0 297.0

Weeks of Uri@mplo~ent 13.43 17.98 1.0 2.0 7.0 18.0 115.0

Percent of Spell
une~l eyed

0.72 0.39 0.1 0.4 1.0 1.0 1.0

Fraction Entirely OLF 0.00

Fraction ~tirely UE 0.60

Fraction on Layoff 0.56

Fraction returning to 0.32
oriainal EmDIOve=
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T~LE 6.2-E

S-ary Statistics of Work History and WI Entitlements fo= Males
...—.––. ............–...-——. .— ..”..K-.. 0. ..7u. v2au.. s ,n >am=.e - .+.=

Vzriable I Mean IStd.Dev. Min. 25% 50? 75% X2:.: I

SDells fo= which i-ndlvidual is not eliqible for .UI: .ntier of saells = 2i22

Base Pe=iod Eaztings 4890 5780 0 640 2?60 7200 546C$

High,Qua=ter Earnings 1890 1780 0 Soo 1610 2730 2159.2

Average Weekly Earnings 157 212 o 58 136 .211 g*g

Weeks of work 24.92 19.45 0.00 7.00 21.00 46.00 52.OC

btio of Base Pe=iod to 1.91 1.24 0.00 1:00 1.77 2.96
High Quarter Earnings

4.00

Fraction Satisfying
Earcinas Retirement

0.53

Svells fox eliqible nozxecinients: nutiex of sDe”ils.:= 1290

Base Fe=iod =a=nings 7380 5000 380 3680 6190. 9680 S79<9

Eigk Quar=er Ea=nings 2610 1580 190 1510 .2280 325o IE:3C

Average Weekly Ea=nings 188 199 20 113 160 229. lGSC.

Weeks of Wcrk 38.88 12.69 7.00 29.00 ..42.00 51. OC 52.00

Razio OZ Base Period “to 2.7@ 0.78 1.05 2.14 2.84
High Qua=te= Earnings

3.44 4.09

Weekly Benefit hount. 81.60 40.97 10.00 4B .00 76.00 .loe.oo 222. CC

Weeks of Eligibility 23.24 6.23 1.00 19.00 26.00 26.00 55.00..

Fraction Who Meet
Stricter E2igiblity o.5e

Condition
Spells for ~ xecinients: nhe= of snells = 719

Base Period Earnings 11090 7040 2100 6470 9eoo 344eo 54590

High Qua=eez Eaxnings 35eo 2120 1240 2210 3250 4420 21.990

Average Weekly Earnings 260 14e 93 164 234 327 1331

Weeks of Work 41.06 13.69 12.00 34.00 47.00 52.00 52.00

Ratio of Base Period to 2.9e 0.90 1.30 2.41 3.24 3.72
High Quarter Eartings

4.00

Weekly Benefit mount 9e.52 49.99 25.00 6B.00 97.00 134.00 223.oo

Weeks of Eligibility 22.22 9.76 1.00 20.00 26.00 26.oo 55.00

Fraction of Second 0.22
SDells in Benefit ..Year
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T~LE 6.2-W

Sm,a=y Statistics” of Work History and Vi Entitl-ents for Females>- .,. . -. ...-Nwer ox Jnuv,auals >n samnie = LOi Y

Va=iable I .-ean Std.Dev.

Snells””for wk.ichindividual is not elioihle fo= UI: n~er of sDells = 2324

Base Pexiod Ea=nings 3630 4300 0 270 20%0 5650 3225C

High Qua=ter Earnings 1380 1“340 o 220 1“150 2080 115::

Average Weekly Earnings 108 93 0 33 100 157 7&E

Weeks of Work 24.59 19.97 0.00 5.00 21.00 46.00 52. OC

Ratio of Base Pe=iod to 1.85 1.30 0.00 1.00 1.72 3.02
High Quarter Earnings

4.00

Fraction Satisfying 0.54
Earnincs Reusizement

Spells fo= elicible noxseciDienzs: n~b>i”” Oi sDells = 906

Base Pe=iod EaxEin9s 5690 3590 300 2920 -:– 4840 7570 27:::

High Qua=ce= Earnings 2030 1120 220 1280 1810 25?0 5EC9

Average Weekly Sarnings 142 75 17 93 129 100 519

Week= O: Work 39.34 11.88 6.00 30.00 42.00 51.00 52.0:

Ratic 0: 3ase ?exio< tc 2.75 0.76 1.o6 2.09 2.17
Higf, Ddarter Earnings

3.45 4.CO

Weekly Benefit ~o”nt 69.37 36.15 10.00 41.00 63.00 ~o. oo 296.00

Weeks of Eligibility 22.93 6.24 1.00 19.00 26.oo 26.00 50.CO

Fraction Who Meet
Stricter Eugiblity 0.39

Condition
Snells fc= UI recitie~ts: n~e= of s~ells - 420

Base Pe=iod Za=nin~s 7450 3750 150 4820 7310 9580 21770

High.Qua=zer Earnings 2480 1190 150 1770 2300 2920 8~20

Avesage Weekly Earnings 172 81 20 U6 160 206 10il

Weeks of Wcrk 42.45 12.33 13.00 34.00 49.00 52.00 52.00

Ratio of Base Period to
High Quarter Earnings

2.96 0.84 1.00 2.40 3.08 3.69 4.00

Weekly Benefit mount 81.70 39.36 10.00 58.00 78.00 102.00 197.00

Weeks of Eligibility 22.92 8.49 1.00 20.00 26.00 26.00 50.00

Fraction of Second
SDells in Benefit Year

0.19

.
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eligibility discussed in Section 4. In keeping with the format of the previous tables, Tables

6.2-N1 and 6.2-W di~,ide nonemployment spellsintothreedistinctgroups deternlinedby the

eligibilityand recipiencystatusofyouths duringeach nonemployment spellthey experience.

As expected,both the work historyvariablesand the U1 entitlementvariablesincre=e as

one mo~,esdow,n the groupings.

.
6.2 Defining b’atiables in the Empirical Specifications

Applying the framework presented in Section 5 to investigate the quefition posed above

requires choices for dl variables appearing in formula (5.6), which includes U, f, Z, E, H, A/

=d T. Wlt h U representing accumulative unemployment between jobs, the indicator vari-

able 6 signifies whether an indi~,idual is a U1 recipient during the relevant spell of nonem-

ployment, taking a value of 1 if the person coUects UI benefits and a value of O otherwise.

The demographic characteristics considered in the follov,ing empirical analysis include the

vmiables

Z : AGE = age of an individual at the beginning of a

nonemployment spell;

EDU = education of an individual at the beginning of a

nonemployment spell;

RACE = dummy mriable that takes a value of 1 if an individual’s

(6.1) race is non-caucasian;

MARRIED = dummy v=iable that takes a }.alue of 1 if an indi~,idual is

mutied at the beginning of a nonemployment spe~;

NUMKIDS = the number of children in household at the beginning

of a nonemployment spe~; and

Gender = sex of individud.

This leavesthe miables ~, H, M ad T whose specification must capture the structural

features of UI programs.

As noted in Section 5, the relationships linking UI entitlements =d work-history variables
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are quite intricate. The two vatiables comprising LII entitlements are

E : Ji”BA = weekly benefit amount; and
(6.2)

11’E = weeks of eligibility.

The determination of these entitlements depends on m indi,-idud’s work-history variables

H : AB-E =

BPE =

(6.3) HQE =

PQ =

average weekly earnings;

base period earnings;

high quater earnings; md

1 if individud quit job for personal reasons or

without good cause, and = O otherwise.

Besides PQ = O, the values of the above earnings %mriablesmust fallintoparticul~ regiojls

forindividualsto qualifyforbenefits(i.e.,for kVB.4 and lVE, to be nonzero).la Assuming

eligibility, State UI systems use a variety of formulae relating the mriables A1trE, BPE and

HQE to assign li-BA and U’E. 14 These formdae can depend on sophisticated interactions

involving the various eartings me~ures, and dl programs introduce nonlineaities through

lower md upper thr~holds in ben&ts. To capture these interactions and nonlillearities,

the following empirical analysis introduces a set of dummy v=iables that designate which

of a series of brackets contain the combination of AU7E, BPE and HQE associated with an

individud at the onset of a nonemplo~ment spell,

Me~ures of lVE used in the following empirical analysis dso take into account the avail-

ability of both ~tended benefits and supplemental unaployment compensation. Through

the extended benefits progrm, in conduction with the Federal Goverment, Stat= pro}.ide

up to 13 add]tiond w=ks of UI benefits during periods of unusually high state unemplop

ment. In addition, horn September 1981 through Much 1985 = additiond 8 to 16 weks

of UI benefits were atilable to individuals who qutified for extended benefits througk the

Federd Supplemental Compensation progra. If eithm of these additiond benefits were

atilable to an individud during a nrmemployment SPCUmd he or she quflxfied for these
-—

13 In ~MS ~~yfis, rC~] that the fact” tlIat a person started a nonemployment Veil is imph~itlydso a

part of H, but it need not be made explicit in the empirical specification considered below..
14 ~o~= that ~rograms “sjng information on w~ks worked in the b=e year (W’) am simply comfining

information on AWE and BPE since WW = BPE/AWE.
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benefits, 11’E at the beginnirig of the spell is equal to the number. of weeks of regular benefits

available plus the appropriate number of u,eeks of extended and supplemental benefits.

The inclusion of extended benefits in the determination of UI entitlernents-rneans that

macroeconomic c variables in the form of the States’ unemployment rates enter as arguments

of the @ functions giveri b~ (5.2). To acmunt for this factor, and to control for the effects of

aggregate econotic conditions, the fo~o~-ing empirical v,ork incorporates the macroeconomic c

variabl~15,16

Jf : UNRATE = the unemployment rateof the statein which

(6.4)
EBDL’A,

an indi>-idud resides at the beginning of the

rele}-ant nonemployment spell; and

= dummy mriable that tales a value of 1 v,hen extended

benefits apply in an indi~.idual’s states of residency during

the rele~.ant nonemployment spell.

Finally, the only quantity left unspecified is the ~“ariable T, which characterizes the

t~ation structure of UI sy”stems in the financing of programs. To admit the possibility that

such program features may ha~.e important consequences on the duratiO.n Of unemplO~ment

between jobs, the subsequent empirical work considers only a sirigle measure specified as

UITA,Y = average t= rate in a State’s UI system ill which an

(6.5) individual resides during the cdend= year when a

nonemployment spell begins.

The data used for UITAX is the total -ount of UI tax collections di..ided by the total

amount of wages ptid in covered aployment in the relevant state ad calendar year. 17

Admittedy, this variable can at best serve u only a very crude proxy for magind t= rates

faced by firms in a state, which are the rates relewt for =sessing the overall UI subsidy

15 In the ~ubsequentemPirid ~Ork,tiNRATE istheunemploymentratefortheStateinqUe5ti0nreported

forthemid-monthofthequarterclmat totbcstartofthenonemploymentspell.we obttinedthisdata

fmm theMonthly Lahr Review.
IG we ~e ~ratef”] to David cud f~~ S“pp]ying us with the data on the v=iable EBDUJ~ Which he

originally obtained from the U.S. Department of Labor.
17 The t= ~atc data is Obttined from the annual issues of “Unemployment Insurmce Financial Data”

published by the U.S.Department of LabOx.
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due to incomplete experience ratings, Llo\,ements in average tax rates can to some extexlt

capture shifts in LTItax schedules that occur as states adjust rates to co~.er outlays. It is

these sfifts that we hope tc control with the inclusion of UITAX. This quantity, like those

making up Af, mries more across states than over time for the same state and, consequently,

these quantiti~ in part capture permanent state effects.

6.3 Representative Cmes

To e~-duate the implication of the distributions intimated below, the following discussion

compares results for three representati~.e worker types subject to four WI policy regimes which

typify the structure of state programs. The c=es considered here are prototypes of the data

used in this paper to estimate UI effects.

The three u,orker types are:

HI : AM’E = $100 HQE = $1000 BPE = $1500 PQ=o

(6.6) H~ : AII’E = $200 HQE = $2OOO BPE = $8000 PQ=O

Hh : AV~E = $500 HQE = $5000 BPE = $20000 PQ=O.

Type Hf is a low-intensityworker who earns$100 a w=k for15 weeks inthe b=e ye= ~d 10

weeks in the high quarter;type H~ is a medium-intensity worker who earns $200 a w-k for

40 weeks in the base year and 10 w=ks in the high qumteq and type Hk isa high-intensity

worker who earns $500 a week for 40 weeks in the base year md for 10 weeks in the Klgk

quarter.
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Tke four representative LII polic~ regimes considered below are:

RI :

Rz :

(6.7)

R3 :

R4 :

eligible if BPE ~ HQE * 1.5 and HQE ~ $1000

given eligible : W7BA = .5 AIVE up to a mtimurn of $150

U’E = .27 (BPE/lVBA) up to a mtimum of 26

efigible if BPE z HQE * 1.5 and HQE 2$1000

given eligible : U-BA = .5 A1!-E up to a mtimum of $200

!4.E = 26

ehgible if BPE z HQE * 1.5, HQE ~.$1000 and “!?71’”~ BPE/All’E 220

given eligible : E’BA = .6 AII’E up to a mtimum of $250

~,E ~ 26

efigible if BPE. z HQE * 1.5, HQE z $1000 md IV1l’ = BPE/AU’E z 20

given eligible : U’BA = .6 dTt’E up to a mtimum of $250

ti-E = 39

Generally these poficy regima offer successftiy higher w’BA and W’E. Regimes R3 and R4

impose a more stringent ~gibifity criteria since they add the restriction that an individual

must work atleast20 we&s in the base year to the other threshold requirements on mrnings.

Under thesevariousprograms, the threepersonswith work historiesdesignatedby (6.6)are
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assigned: .—

Worker type H/ : under RI : lI”BA = 50, 11’E = 8

RZ : =50, = 26

Rj:=o, =0

R4 : =0, =0

(6.8)

Worker type Hm : under RI : RTBA = 100 , BrE = 20

R2 : =100, . = 26

Rz : = 120, = 26

fi: = 120, = 39

Worker type Hh : under RI : E’B.4 = 150 , K’E = 26

R2 : = 200, = 26

R3 : = 250, = 26

~: = 250, = 39

Of course, W of these UI entitlement assignments presme that eafi individud in question

did not quit his or her job for personal reasons or left employment under other circumstances

that would result in disqudlfication.
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7. The Influence of UI Programs 011 Norremployment

,Thissectiondescribesthe specificationand the intimationof the durationdistribution

associatedw,iththe lengths of nonemployment spells,referredto as j (/16,E, T, PA) ill

the previous discussion, This type of distribution permits investigation of the effects of UI.

programs on the lengths of nonemployment spells, where, the god of most other ~Ork in

this area has been to assess the effects of UI on unemployment speIls. The implication of this

analysis for durations of unemployment v-ill be tden up in Section 10 wkere these results

are combined with findings developed in the next two sections.

7.1 Duration Disttibuiions and Sumivor Functions

A duration distribution characterizes the likelihood that an individud expetienc= a

particular number of weeks in a specific labor market status given initial entry into. the

statui. A formulation for such a distribution is given by

(7.1) f(tl.s) = S(t- 1)[1 - P(.Y, t)]

w.ith

t-l
(7.2) S(l - 1) =..~ P(.Y, t)

t=l

where P(.Y, t)represents a probability that conditions on the variables .Y and t.The function

~(tl.Y) specifies the probability that duration in a status will last exactlj e weeks for indi\,id-

uds fding into a category characterized by attributes X who are known to have entered the

status at some time. The Eterature designates the quantity S(e -1 ) as the survivor function;

it indicates the probability that individuals in this category will experience at le=t t - 1

WAS in the status. For the probl- of concern in this analysis, ~ (el.Y) = ~ (elf, E, T, PA);

that is e corresponds to the duration of a nonemployment spell and the covmiates .Y include
.

dl the -iables incorporated in the attributes 6, E, T, H, Z and L1.

In the specification of the probabihties P(.Y, t),the variablesX are set at the time of

entry into the status, and the vtiable t represents the level of duration accumulated up to the

point of etiuation. The literature terms the influence of t on P as duration dependence. If
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P(.Y, t)incre~es (decreases)asa functionoft,then positive(negative)durationdependence

isstidto exist.

Proposing a specificationforf and S requires the acquisitiori of some basic information

conce~ning the appropriate functional form for the probabilities P(,Y, t). Learning about tu.o

aspects of this functiorrd form are critical prior to estimation. The first in’volves the nature of

duration dependence applicable for the data under investigation, w.hlch primarily determines

how, P varies w,ith t. The second concerns the possibility that the central features of duration

dependence change as one alters the values of X. A indication of such a possibibty means

that one must admit an interaction between .S and t in the specification of P to capture the

underlying nature of the relationship.

7.2 Ezplorato~ Data Anulysis

Plotting hazard rates is a populm mode for presentirrg information about the character

of duration dependence. A huard rate is defined as fo~ow,s:

(7.3) H(f) = f(t)/s(E – 1) = 1 – P(.Y, z),

One can construct estimates of H(t) for norremployment spe~s by selecting a s-pie cnm-

posed of all the separate obserntions on spell lengths ~sociated with some value of the

attributes X. Calculating the &action of dl spells that end in exactly e weeks estimates

f(e), and computing the fraction of rdl spells that exceeds e -1 weeks estimates S(f - I).

Plotting H(e) against e indicates how P(X, e) varies as a function of e.

Figures 7.1-M and 7.1-W present graphs of empificd hazmds for nonemployment spells;16

the designation ‘M” indicates graphs for the sample of men and “W” signifies graphs for

women. In this exploratory data exercise, the co=riates X merely consist of the UI-receipt

indicator variable J. Each figure reports two plots: one for occurrences during which UI

receipt took place at my time dining the spell (i.e. for nonemployment spells msociated

with X = 6 = 1); and a second plot for occurrences in whi& no UI benefits ~e co~ected

(i.e. when X = 6 = O).

These figures reveal two important properties of duration dependence in nonemployment

episodes. First, the probabihty P is not a monotonic functionof t.ltinitiallyincremes in

~sThe c~culation efth~e h=ards =sumes twe weekintervals.

.
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FIGV~ 7 .1-M
Empirical Hzzard Rates For Nonempl Oyment Spells.
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t, then sharply demeases, and then slow-l> detines for durations above 10 weeks. Second,

there are differences in the form of duration dependence betu,een LII and non-UI episodes.

For non-UI episodes, there is a more exaggerated mo~,ement in tke hazard at low ralues off

than at the higher values.

At first impression, one might suspect that these findings are in coriflict with those ob-

ttined in the etisting literature. Beginning u.ith the work of Moffitt (1985), sev=d studies

have developed a body of evidence to support the contention that an important and compli-

cated interaction effect etists between UI receipt md duration dependence. This evidence

applies to data on duration of unemployment, md it shows that the Mefihood of Iea\,ing

unemployment increases near the ~austion of UI benefits. Unfortunately, there is no sim-

ple way of translating these implications for unemployment durations into an ad~ses Of the

lengths of nollemployment spells.

To examiIle whether our data set supports these implimtions, Figures 7.2-hi and 7.2-

W’ present plots of hazard rates for a concept of unemployment duration that more CIOSelY

matckes the measures used in other studies. b particulm, these figures interpret “f” in

(7.1)-(7.3) as the accumulative number of w=ks of UI receipt within single UI-benefit years,

which we imputed from our data. ] g

The picture portrayed by these figures is in agreement urith the evidence in the literature

that hazard rates associated with unemployment durations tend to rise near points at whick

UI benefits become efiausted (i.e. at 26 and 39 v,eeks). Especially in the c=e of men, the

plot in Figure 7.2–M reveals the predicted upturns.

7.3 An Empitical Specification jor Spell Lengtti in Nonemployment

These findings indicate that empirical specifications of the probabihties P (A-, t) must

adm; t non-montonic duration dependence and Mow the form of this dependence to =ry

according to the attributm .Y. While the above data analysis =plicitly considers o~lly

ZS O“r data do not pr~+de information on thenumber ofw=ks a individudcOUectedUI during a

nonemployment speIl, but do indicate the months in which U1coUection took place. TO imputeourme-ure

oft,we =sumed thata benefityearbeganwithan inditiduds’fititweekofeligibilityinthefirstmonth of
decl~ed receipt. We calculated f x the mtimum number of weekr since the start of a benefit y~r dnring
those months in which UI benefits were collected and n in&vidud w- eligible for benefits. The calculation

of the h==d rates presented here =sumes thin-week intervals.
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FIGURE 7.2-N
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the role of 6 as a determinant of duration characteristics, the evidence in the literature

and presented in Figures 7.2 dearly suggests that sophisticated interactions are operative

between duration ad LTIentitlements. Accounting for such features rules out “proportional

h=ards’! = a specification for P, which represents one of the most popular choices in the

unemployment literature.

The following specification for the probabifi ty P(,Y, t ) incorporates the desired features:

(7.4)

wh~e ,Yl

vector,

(7.5)

P(.Y, t) = ~:-

and ,~2 are vectorsof >~riablesmade up of the covaziates.S,~ isa parameter

K

9(~,~2,~) = ~ [@j(f)- @j-l (t)][~OjiY2+ t.~lj$2 + t2Q2j.Y2]
j=l

w-itk @j(t) denotil~g the cumtiative distribution function of a normal random variable pos-

sessing mean ~j and variance a;, and the ~ij’s in ( 7.5) represent parameter vectors. Speci-

fication (7.4) models P as a logit function.

The function g(t, .Yz, 6) determines the duration properties of nonemployment spells.

The presence of X2 in g dlov.s duration dependence to vary according to dl the attributes

ixlcluded in ,Y2. To describe the characteristic= of g, suppose ,Yz for the moment only

2 The presenceconsists of an intercept; S0 Q~jX* + tQlj.Y2 + t2~2j.Y2 = QOj + ~ljt + a2jt

of the calf’s in (7.5) permit one to incorporate spline features in g so that the quadratic

polyrromid ~oj + al jt + Qzj tz represents g over ody a prespecified range of t. In particular

suppose one wishes to setg = aoI +.allf + a21f2 for dues of t between O and f’ and to

set g = a02 + a]zt + a22f2 for values of f between t’ and some upper bound i. To create

a specification of g that satisfies the property, assign K = 2 in (7.5); & the three m-s

determining the cdf’s az p. = O, pl = f“, p2 = ?; =d pick very small values for the three

stmdard deviations co, al, arrd 62. These choices for the y’s md the c’s imply that the

quantity @l(t) - @o(f) = 1 over the rmge (O, t’) and = O dsewhere, md the quantity

@z(t) - @l(t) = 1 ova the range (t*, i) and = O elsewhere. Accordingly, g possesses the

desired property. Futiher, g(t, X2, a) is differentiable in t. With the values of the Pi and

the Ci set in ad=nce of estimation, g(t, ,1-2,u) is strictly line= in the paraeters a =d in
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known functions of t and ,Y2. One can controlwhere each splineor polynomial begins and

ends by adjusting the values of the p’s Also one can control how quickly each spline cuts iIl

and out by adjusting the values of the c’s, with higher ~-aluei pro~idingfOr.a.more gradual

and smoother transition from one polynomial to the next.

In tke subsequent estimation deahng with nonemployment spells, we pick a specification

of g(t,,Y2, a) by setting K = 3 in (7.5), with PO = O, co =. 0.5, Yi = 7, UI = 0.5, P2 =

39, Uz = 2j W3 = above value of highest speu length. Thus, the polynomial QOI+ taIl,Y2 +

~2a21~2 determines g from o to about 7 weeks. Over the 6 to 8 week r~ge, 9 switches tO ‘~le

polynomial aoz + talz,l-z + t2u22.Y2 which determines its value until about 39 weeks. Over the

35 to the 43 week inter=l, g again switches to become the polynomial aos +ta13.s2 +t2~23,y2

w,hich it remtins for the highest values of duration. The empirical. analysis estimates the Q

coefficients.

The following analysis considers several specifications of the explanatory variables in-

corporated in .Y1 md ,Y2. A full quadratic (i.e. linear, squares and interaction. terms) iIl

the demographic characteristics AGE and EDU fisted in (6.1) make up Xl, along with the

RACE dummy variable. In the case of women, specifications dso” include the MARWED

and the NUMKIDS tiables. Analys~ are done sepaately for men and womexl, so all of

X implicitly accounts for fully interacted gender effects. N the other variables are made a

part of ,Yz to allow for interactions with duration. The =dysis considers two specifications

of the UI entitlement vtiables fisted in (6.2), including

E] :
(7.6)

E2 :

WBA and WE ; and

d terms of a ffi quadratic in WBA and WE

In the construction of X2, the components of E me fu~y interactedwith the indicator

mriable 5 for U1 receipt.The empiricrdwork investigatesfivespecificationsof the work-
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history variables listed in (6.3) given by

HZ : dummy mriables for brackets of .4Ti’E ad PQ;

H3 : AIVE, HQE, BPE and PQ;
(7.7)

H~ : dl terms of a full quadratic in AWE, HQE” md BPE aid PQ; and

Hs : dummy mriables indicatingbracketsforcombinationsof

AWE, HQE, md BPE md PQ.

Consideration of HI provides a b=is for comparison with much of the tisting literature,

aIld Hz admits the possibility of nonlinearities in A1~”E. Specifimtion H3 expands the set of

work-history variables to include other determinants of UI benefits, and H4 admits simple

interactions and nonlineari ties in these qu=ti ties. Our preferred specification H5 allow-s

for sophisticated forms of both interactions md nonfinearities in work-history quantities.zo

Finally, X2 inco~orates the macroeconomic v~iables UNRATE md EBDUJf and tke U1

t~ation rate variable UITAX listed in (6.4) and (6.5).

7.4 Eiiimatiori Resulti

To estimatethedistribution~ (ZIX),v,eapply conventionalmtimum likelihoodmetkods

of the sort found in duration ~dysis to compute values for the coefficients B and a appearing

in specification (7.4). Our smple consists of observations on nonemployment spell lengt ks

Our procedure accounts for rightcensoringwhen spellsare intermpted in progress. We

estimatedistinctmodds formen and women.

We explored a wide varietyof alternativeempiricalspecificationsfor the distribution

~ (Z]~-).TO capture differencesin durationdependence betwen UI and non-UI recipients,

the followingresdts incorporate the tiables 6t ,(1 - 6)t , Stz md (1 - S)tz among the

interactionstXZ md tz.Yz appeting inthe functionsg givenby (7.5).Afteraccountingfor

recipiencystatus,likelihoodratiot=ts at ccmvmtionrd levds of si~ific=ce indicateaccep-

tance of the restrictionthat no other tiables need be incorporatedin .~2in interactions

20Spetific~]y,H~ is~ade up Ofdummy variablesthatindicatetheretioncontainingthecOmbinatiOnor

thethreevariablesAWE, HQE md BPE. In the C=Cofmen,H3 consistsof 22 vtiables; Hs incorporates
15 variabi- in the c=e of women. Appen& B describes the pr=ise formulationof thesespecifications.
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2 I“dingeitherul.entitlementor work-histOryT.ari.witk tke polynomial terms t and t , mc

~ble~,21 Regarding the inc]”sjon of entitlement ~-ariablesin Z~ZnOt involvedin intelactiOnS

with the f and tz terms, allow,ing for distinct effects of these variables accordixlg to recip-

ience- status means entering the quantities 6 lt-B.4, 6 Ti’E, (1 – J) li’BA and (1 – 6)If ’E u

components of X2. Likelihood ratio tests accept linearity in UI benefit variables favoring

specification El over Ez (defined by (7.6)) when interacted with either J or (1 - 6). Further,

empiricalresdts indicatethat UI entitlementwriables are not important determinants of

nonrecipients’ behavior, supporting the elimination of the interactions of UI benefits and the

non-UI indicatoi (1 - 5),22 FinWy, conventional testing procedures indicate the significance

of both nonline~ititi and mutual interactions in w,ork-history mriables,23 which led us to

incorporate the most fl~ble form of H given by Hs (involvingthe setof bracket\.ariables

in (7.7))as components ofXZ.

Tables 7.1-M and 7.l-~~ presentcoefficientestimates~nd standard errorsfortwo SPCC.

ificationsof the probabilityP (.Y, t) consistentwith the testresdts describedabove: model

A and model B. The letters “M” and “W’” associated w,ith each table indicate w,hether the

estimates refer to men or women. Model A is a specification that incorporates botk of the

entitlement variables IT-BA and 117Eas factors influencing the nonemployment spell lengths

of UI recipients, with separate effects permitted for durations of 1-7, 8-39, and 40+ weeks

(i.e.in the different sphnes). Inspection of the results reveals that the variable 6 IiZ enters

Zl Thus in ~he specification of ~ in (7.5),one can xcept thehypothesisthattUIJ-Tz+ ~202J-Y2 =

(a,,jt + a,,,t2)6 + (a,,,t + @ZZJt’) (1 – 6), where the coefficients o,,,, U,zi , az,, and QZZJ arc fre,
parameters. We dso considered me=uring duration = (t - U:E) rather than just - f in an attempt to
capture the notion of time left untfi U] exhaustion, but the >-ariables (t - WE) and (t – M~E)2never entered
specifications significantly.

2Z WfiIe Iikefihood ratio tests formally reject the hypothesis that the vatiable ( 1- 6) WBA does not enter

- a component of X2 for the 1-7 w-k sphne in the specification reportd below, the evidence indicates
that this variable becomm insignificant ifonedows quit variables to have effects that varies by worker

tYPe.Becauset~s mOreCOmPICXspecificationimPhesmsentidythesame prediction & theOneSd“cribed

below b~ed on a simple specification that merely exclud= (l - 6) WBA with only PQ enteredw a single

component ofX2, we report =tirnates only for this more straightforward parametrization,
23 One cannot, of COUrSC,apply hkc~hood ratio statistics to test among the five specifications of work

history variables be=usc these specifications are nonnestd. WMe HI, H3 =d H, me m“tudly nested, ~
are H* and HG, these two groups are not nmted.LikelihoodratiotestsrejectHI and E3 infavorOfH4,a!,d

reject Bz in favor of ES, Our impression is that one would accept Hs over Hd using a“ Akaikc in[ormatio”
test. We choose H3 - our bme specification to guard agtinst bi~es in estimates of WI entitlement effec Ls.
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T~LE 7.1-M

Pe=ame Le= Es=ir,a=es of Nonemplo~ent Du=ation ?=obabilities

Estimates of P (X,t)

(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

1 Model A I Mode; B

Log -1294 Q.9B5 -12942.575
~i~~:i~~~d

Variables in
x:

AGE -0.2472 -ti.2559
(0.1208) (0.1206)

EDU 0.1284 0.1273
(0.0920) (0.0917)

AGE9~u -0.0011 -0.0010
(0.0045)

AGE 2

(0.0045)

0.0060
(0.0030)

0.0062
(0.0032)

E>u~ -0.0036 -0.0036
(0.0032) (0.0032)

w.:1 -0.2837 -0.2829
(0.04E1) [0.0486)

\,a=iakles in Spell Spell s~ll Spell Spell Spe::

X2
Length Length Lengt”h Length Leng=h Ler.z=F.

2-7 weeks 6-35 Weeks 40+ Weeks 1-7 Weeks 8-39 Weeks 4G- weeks

PQ 0.0352 -0.2446 0.0657
(0.0568)

0.0317 -0.2443 G.06E:
(0.0728) (0.1528) (0.0568) (0.0727) (0.152:)

UiTAX -0.0570 0.0304 -0.1007 -0.0540 0.0300
(0.0589) (0.0678) (0.1817)

-0.1021
(0.0589) (0.0675) (0.17E5)

UN%TE -G.0025 -0.016g -0.0032 -0.0023
(0.0112)

-0.0168 -0.0030
(0.0125) (0.0259) (0.0112) (0.0124) (0.0256)

E35UM -0.344B -0.3837 -0.0704 -0.3480 -0.3831 -C.C704
(0.0621) (0.0683) (0.1461) (0.0610) (0.06791 (C.24571

(1-5) -0.7386 -0.192i -1.1449 -0.6460
(1.3824) (1.3327)

-0.0992
(1.3416)

-1.0521
(1.3796) (1.3298) (1.3357]

(1-a)*t 0.2699 -0.0849 -0.0135
(0.0757)

0.2686 -0.0849 -0.0:35
(0.0210) (0.0075) (0.0757) [0.0210) (0.0:75)

(1-51*t~ -0.0462 0.0015 0.00003 -0.0480 0.0015 0.00003
(0.0105) (0.0005) (0.00003) (0.0105) (0.0005)

&

(0.00003)

-1.706 0.3611 -1.0309 -1.3550 0.4463 -0.9501
(1.4323) (1.3807) (1.6911) (1.4168) (1.3741) (1.6805)

6*t 0.5115 -0.0813 -0.0017 0.5074 -0.0812 -0.0017
(0.1998) (0.0374) (0.0242) (0.1997) (0.0374)

6*t~ -0.0787

(0.02411

0.0016 -0.0001 -0.0785
(0.0273)

0.0016 -0.occl
(0.0009) (0.0001) (0.0273) (0.0009)

8*WE -0.0177

(0.ooc:)

-0.0215 0.0011 -0.0144 -0.0216
(0.0083) (0.0068) (0.0182)

0.0004
(0.0081) (0.0065) (0.0156)

8*WBA 0.0033 -0.0001 -0.0004
(0.0019) (0.0019) (0.00491
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TABLE 7.1-W

Parameter Estimates of No~&mplOyrnent Duration Probabilities

Estimates of P (X,t)

(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

I Model A I Model B

Log -14678.397
Likelihood

-14680.740

variables in
x]

AGE -0.1564
(0.1114)

-0.1556
(0.1115)

EDU 0.3399
(0.0974)

0.3412
(0.0973)

AGE *EDU -0.0159 -0.0159
(0.0048) (0.0048)

AGE2 0.0071
(0.0030)

0.0071
(0.0030)

EDU2 0.0041 0.0041
(0.0029) (0.0029)

MCE -0.4115 -0.4100
(0.0532) (0.0532)

MA~l ED -0.2840 -0,2845
(0.0408) (0.0408)

=IDS 0.0099 0.0102
(0.0281) (0.0280)

Variables in Spell Spell Spell Spell
kngt h

Spell Spell

X2
Length Length Length Length Length

1-7 weeks 8-39 Weeks 4O+ Weeks 1-7 Weeks 8-39 Weeks 40+ weeks

PQ -0.0827 -0.3606 -0.1562 -0.0850
(0.0582)

-0.3584 -0.1580
(0.0632) (0.0952) (0.0581) (0.0632)

UITAX

(0.0951)

-0.1404 -0.0291 -0.1409 -0.1409 -0.0275 -0.1416
(0.0606) (0.0627) (0.1127) (0.0606) (0.0628) (0.1125)

UNMTE 0.0271 0.0048 -0.0098 0.0266 0.0050 -0.0101
(0.0126)” (0.0126) (0.0173) (0.0126) (0.0126) (0.0172)

EaDUM -0.6565 -0.5190 -0.3548 -0.6581 -0,5182 -0.3550
(0.0663) (0.0638) (0.11151 (0.0663) (0.0637) (0.1114)

(1-5) -3.3601 -2.6412 -3.0886 -3.3726 -2.6586
(1.3102)

-3.1010
(1.2630) (1.2636) (1.3101) (1.2629) (1.2636)

(1-6) *t 0.4553 -0.0744 -0.0176 0.4558 -0.0745 -0.0176
(0.0786) (0.0188) (0.0038) (0.0786) (0.0188) (0.0038)

(1-8) *t2 -0.0818 0.0011 0.00004 -0.0818 0.0011 0.00004
(0.0109) (0.0004) (0.00001) (0.0109) (0.0004) (0.000011

6 -3.7805 -1.4847 -2.9705 -3.3931 -1. ?000 -2.8211
(1.4408) (1.3869) (2.2505) (1.4289) (1.3792) (2.1865)

6* t 0.5647 -0.0600 0.0089 0.5609 -0.0604 0.0089
(0.2697) (0.0535) (0.0485) (0.2697) (0.0533) (0.04791

6* tz -0.0802 0.0006 -0.0002 -0.0801 0.0006 -0.0002
(0.0356) (0.0013) (0.0003) (0.0356) (0.0104) (0.0003)

8*wE -0.0284 -0.0389 -0.0243 -0.0266 -0.0391
(0.0117)

-0.0243
(0.0105) (0.0190) (0.0115)

6*WBA

(0.01041 (0.0187)

0.0050 -0.0025 0.0021
(0.0030) (0.0024) (0.0056)
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u significantdeterminantsofspelllengths,but the variableb li-~,4neverentersaccordingto

con~,entiorialt-tests.Likelihoodratietestsfurtherindicatethatw,eeklybenefitamoulltsare

insignificantfactorswhen one el)tertainstheirjointeliminationfrom dl splines.24Illrecog-

nitionofthesefindings,the estimationreportedformodel B “excludesJ~F~.4as a determirrant

of nonemployment durations

7.5 Implications oj the Empin’cal Findings

These empirical results support the contention that the benefits offered by UI programs

influence the amount of time that youths spend between jobs. Mrhile the weekly bexlefit

amounts paid by programs have essentially no effect on the durations of nonemployment

spells, the number of weeks of UI eligibility offered by a program does have a significant

impact on spell lengths. Referring to the estimates associated w,ith model B, for UI recipients

an increme in 11’E rtises the probability of remaiting in nonemployment (i.e. the probability

P (X, t)) during the first 1.-39 v,eeks of a spell experienced by men and has basically no effect

on this probability after 39 weeks. (This implication follows from the observation that &11“E

h= a negative coefficient in {he splines 1-7 and 8-39 w,eeks and has a positi~.e but insignificant

coefficient in the 40+ week sp~ne. ) In the case of women U1 recipients, an increase in 11‘E

raises the probability of staying in rronemployment throughout the entire length of a spell.

To explore the policy implications of these findings, Figures 7.3-M, i.3-W~, 7.4–hi, 7.4-

W and 7.5-M present plots of estimated sur}.ivor functions for nonemployment spells for

se~,eral configurations of the cowriates .S. Associated with each figure title is a letter ‘fhl”

or “W”: the letter “NI” denotes that the plots are for white men; and “~’” signifies gra~)hs

for white women who are unmarried without children.25 All figures present survivor plots

associated with 25-year-old high-school graduates. The predictions rely on model B estimates

in recognition of the evidence. that wekly benefit amounts do not affect nonaployment

durations.26
Z4 *ccOr&,ng ~0 our evidence, the finding that ?VBA is a statistically insignificant deterfiant Of f (tl-~)

does not change when one substitutes a measure of the wage replacement ratio for WBA. Wage replacenlent
ratios, regardl=s of how they arc rne=ured, =C dso statistically insigtificmt at conventional levels of
confidence.

Z3 Further, it j~ ~sumed that a“ individud did not quit his Or her job (SOPQ = O) and EBDLrJf = O.

The variables UNRATE and UITA.Y are setat theirsamplemeans whirhare870and 1.5%r~pectivcly,
26 The predictionspresentedbelowdo notchangeifoncinsteadusestheestimatesobttinedformodelA.

,
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These figures characterize survivor functions for the three representative worker types

operating under the four prototype UI poli c~- regimes described in Section 6.3 (see descrip-

tions (6.6), (6.i) and (6.8)). Figures 7.3 portray the situation for a low-intensity worker (i.e.

H/) under regimes R3 and R4 in v.hiih this indi.,idual is noneligible and a non-UI recipient

during the nonemployment spell, and under regim= RI and Rz m a UI recipient. Figures

7.4 characterize arraloguous situations for a medium-intensity worker (i.e. H~) as a rron-U1

recipientand as a recipientunder regimes RI, ~2, ~3 =d &. AS inticatedin (68), the

due of lf’E ~signed to workm type H~ is the same under R2 and R3; so a single cur~.e

accounts for the effects of these regimes. Finally, Figure 7.5-M describes the circumst antes

for a high-intensity worker (i.e. Hh ). For this worker type, U’E is the same under RI, Rz

and R3, and a singleplotsummarizes theireffect,A women’s versionofFigure i.5-h~isnot

presentedbecause worker type Hh is quite atypical for women, as Table 6.2-1~’ reveals.

Inspection of these figures suggests three conclusions. First, in the cme of men, Ul

recipients experience longer nonemployment spells on average than non-UI recipients w-ith

the same attribrrtm, at least up to the point where weeks of UI eligibi~ty run out”. Second,

in the cue of women, there is no systematic ranking of nonemployment durations between

individuals collecting UI and those not recei~.ing benefits. Third, regardless of whether one

considers men or women, UI-recipients with more weeks of UI &gibility(i.e.higher Ii‘~)

tend to experience longer spells

Shiftsin the WBA still have an imperceptablc effect on nonemployment durations.
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8. The Effects of UI OXIUnemployment ProportioILs

This section presentsestimatedvariantsof the distributiondescribingthe proportionof

a nonemployment spellcategorizedas unemployment. The previousdiscussiondesignstes

thistime-proportiondistributionas f (plf,6,~, ~, PA), which one may simply write as

j (pll, X) where the covariates .S incorporate dl the variables making up the measures

f, E, H, Z, Jf, and T. The estimation results obtained here provide an indication of the

role that a youth’s UI entitlements play in explaining his or her decision to report norlworkillg

time as unemployment or as OLF.

8.1 Speci~ing a Time-Proportion Distribution

To “admit a fletible form for ~ (p I t, .S), this analysis develops a statistical framework

that predicts whether p falls within p=ticular “brackets. Di~.ide the s-pie space of p into

the three regions: ~~ = {p : p = O}; I, = {p : 0 < p < 1}; and I. = {p : p = 1}. The

bracket In dmignates a situationin u,hichno unemployment occursduringa nonemploymel]t

episode;the interval1, signifiesthe reportingof some unemployment; and I= denotes the

circumstance in whi~ an individual classifies all of a spell as unemployment. To refine

the category of some unemployment, further di%.ide the interval I, intothe followil~gseven

sub-brackets:1,1 =- {P:o<Ps 15};~s2= {P:. 15< Ps. 30}; ~s3={P:.30<Ps

.45}; Ia+ = {p :.45 < p < .5s}; I,, =. {p :.55 s p < .70}; 1,. = {P : .705 P < .85}; and

I., = {p :.85< p < 1}. Define the probabilitia:

(8.1) Pri(t, X) = PrOb(p~li [f, .S) i =n, S, ~, So,””..”., Z”7.

These qumtities detertine the fikefihood that the due of p falls in the range covered by

the intervallifora nmremployment spe~ fiaracterizedby attributes.~ that lastst weeks.

Of course,PT. (t, X) = ZY=S, PTj (t, X).

The statistical model introduced to parametrize these probabilities is a member of the

mdtinomid logit CIUS. In particdm, the speufications estimated in the subsequent analysis

take the form:

(8.2) Pr: (t, X) =
~~18i+9(f,~2 ,ai)

Zj=n, *,c

i=n, s,a,
~Xl 6>+9(f,A-2,Qj) 1
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and

(8.3) Pr~ (t, ,Y)/Prt”(f,, Y) =
~~15k+9(f,x2,mk)

“k=sl, . ..s~.
~;:,, ~x, Q,-9(Z$X,!a, )

where W quantitiesare defied analogouslyto thoseappearing in (7.4). Since

the quantities in (8.3) represent the probabilities that p falls in the sub-brackets 1,~ con-

dition on p being between O and 1, Thus, parametrization (8.2) models the events

p e In, p c I, and p c 1. as a three-state multinomid logit, and parametrization (8.3) mod-

els the events p c I,k conditional on p c I, as a seven-statemultinominal logit. The functions

g (f, ,S2, a) appearing in these specifications capture how, cdl probabilities \,ary in response

to changes in the lengths of nonemployment 5pells, instead of determining any sort of dura-

tion dependence which was their role in the previous discussion, The g (.) functions ill (8.2)

are specified in the same way as designated in Section 7.3, with spfin~ turning on and off at

O, i ad 39 w,eeks. The functions g (.) appearing in (8.3) have the s-e form for the splines

7-39 and 40+ weeks, but the splines co~.ering the range 1-7 require modifications which are

described below to account for the fact that p falls in some brackets w,ith zero probability

for each value oft s 7.

8.2 Estimation Results for the Broad Classification of Unemployment P~oportiom

Even a casual inspection of the findings reported in Tables 6.1-M and 6. I–IV indi cat es

that one captur~ most of the >,ariation in the values of p across nonemployment speflsinthe

YNLS by analyzingmovement among the threecategories:p = O; O < p < 1;ad p = 1. For

men, only about 20-25 percent of the spds involve time rdlocated to both unemployment

md OLF during the spd (i.e. involve the situation O < p < 1), regardess of whether

one considers just U] recipients or not. For women, this figure tises to uound 40 percent.

Summmizing the movement of p among these broad classifications requires me=urement of

the three probabilities: Prn ~ Prn (1, X) = the EkeEhood of p = O or of no unemployment

during a nonemployment spdl; Pr, s Prs (t, X) = the fik&hood of O < p < 1 or of some

unemployment; ~d PT. z Pr= (t, X ) = the Ekefihood of p = 1 or of W unemployment.
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To estimate th=e probabilities,we apply standard matimum likelihoodproceduresin

a multinominal logit framework to compute values for the parameters ~ and a appearixlg in

specification (8.2). Our sample consists of observations on the fractions of each nonemploy -

meni spellreporteda unemployment. The valuesofthe covariates~ are set””atthe time of

entry intothe nonemployment spell~sociated with the obserntion. We estimateseparate

models for men and women.

The covariates /Y1 and X2 incorporated in specifications (8.2) of the probabilities Prn, PT.

and PT. =e made up of the sme mriablti introduced in Sections 7.3 and 7.4. In particular,

Xl includes demographic characteristics. The set of interactions e X2 and !2 X2 appearing in

the functions g(.) - specified by (7.5) with e replacing f - conttin the terms Se, (1 – 6) e, 6 ez

md ( 1 – 5) 12, which allows for differences in the relationships finking nonemployment spell

lengths and probabilities according to recipiency status. 27 Concerning the components Of

X2 not involved in interactions with the e and the ez terms, the analysis incorporates the

macroeconomic and the UI-t=-structure mriables along with the fletible set of work-history

variabIes desigl~ated by H5 in (7.7).28 In addition, the analysis includes the variables 6 PI‘B.4

ad 6 M’E = mmponents of 41-2to capture the effects of UI benefits on the fraction of a

nonemployment spell reported as unemployment by UI recipients. zg Likelihood ratio tests

accept linearity in entitlement variables w-hen interacted with 6. Further, test results support

the etiination ofthe *mriables(1- 6)t~-~~and (1- J)llr~at conventicmd levelsof confi-

dence, which indicates that UI entit12mmt5 me not significant determinants of nonrecipients’

beha~,ior.

Z7 lt is crucial to ~=cognizethat no v~iable~ of the form 6X2’ (i.e. interactions of variabl- with 6) enter

the specification of the ‘no employment” pmbabifity Pr.. If U1 receipt is always =companied by put
of a nonemployment SPCHbeingreported= unaployment - whichofmume, shotidbe thec-e - then

an indi-tionofUI receiptmems thatPr~ = Prob (p = O I1,X) = 0. Fmmdly, thisimpliesthatthe

@ coefficienttisociatedwiththeindicatorvariable in Pr~ takes a vduc of minus kfinity. We set this
coefficient to account for this fact. Mso, this factor motivated us to nmmdi~e par-eters usociated with
the probabdity corresponding to the event P = I rather than to the event P = O. In the subsequent analysis,
variables of the form 6Xz enter specificationsof both of the other prObabiIities Fr, and Pro.

28 Likelihood ratio and Atike information tet radts indicate that the simpler specifications Of the wOrk-
.

history variables @ven by HI, Hz, Hs and H. me rejected in favor of the more elaborate foundation HS
w determinants of tbe probab]fities Pr., Pr, and Pro.

29 For ~e=OnS described in footnote 27,these variablti enter x determinants of the probabilities Pr, and

Pr., but 6 WBA and 6 WE are not entered in the specification of Pr..
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Tables 8. l–~! and 8.1-W present parameter ~timates associated with the time propor-

tion probabilities gii,en by (8.2). As before, the designation “hI’: in a table heading identifies

results for men and “W’” denotes values for women. The first page of each table reports

estimates corresponding to the “some unemployment” probability Pr,, ?nd the second page

gives resdts for the “no unemployment” probability Pr= (in which 6 \t’BA ad 6 lirE do no(

appear since P~~ = O for U1 recipients). As w arbitrary norm fizatiorr, the coefficients in

the “dl unemployment” probability are set equal to zero; so ,Pr. and Prn are measured rel-

ative to Pr=. Two sets of estimates appear in each table: model A and model B. Model A is

a parametrization that includes both of the UI benefit tiables W7BA and M’E m determi-

nants of the amount of unemployment experienced by UI recipients during nonemploymeIlt

episodes. The analysis constrains coefficient estimates associated w,ith these variables to be

equal across the speU lengths of 1-7 and 8-39 weeks because only a small number of UI

so In~PectiOn Of the findingsfOrmenrecipientshave nonemployment speIlslessthan 8 weeks.

re~,edsthat tke vuiable J M’BA enters as a significant determinant of the classification of

p, but the variable 5 It-E never enters indit-idua~y in =y spline according to conventional

t-tests or jointly in dl”splines according to a likelihood ratio test. For women, neither 611 ‘B-4

or 6 fi”E enters as k significant determinant of the fikehhood that p falls in various” regions,

regardless of v-hether one applies individud or joint testing procedure. In recogIlition of

th~e findings, model B reports parameter estimates with 611 ‘E included in the cue of men,

and with both 6 M’BA and 6 IJTEehminated in the case of women.

Inspection of the results for model B reveals either small or nontisteg~ effects of UI

entitlements on the hkebhood that individuals shift their classification of nonemployment

from partial to ffi unemployment given their recipiency status. Accor&ng to the findings

in Table 8. I-M, for men an incre~e in the weekly benefit amount reduces the probzbitity

Pr. relativeto PT. for nonemploymmtt spe~ lengthsin the range of 1-39 weeks – thisis the

meaning ofthe negativeco&cient estimateon the=riable 6 WBA associated with this range

30 In ~he me of men, OnIY 34 UI recipients have spells 7 weeks or less. The number is 22 in the case Of

women. While we constmined the effects of the entitlement variables MTBAand KrE to be equal for recipients

in the 1-39 week range, we allowed the polynomials in f tO vary .fr~iy with only the qutiratic $ernt in the
1-7 week splin- eliminated.
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TABLE 8. 1-M

Parameter Estimtes of Tiw Proportion Probabilities of So=, No, and All Unemplomnt

Estimtes of Prs

(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

.

I Model A I Model B

Log -3170.917 -3172.063
Likelihood

Variables in
x,

AGE -0.2131
(0.3277)

-0.1890
(0.3277)

EDU -0.2441 -0.2682
(0.2448) (0.2448)

AGE*EDU -0.0010 -0.0005
(0.0115) (0.0115)

Age2 0.0037 0.0037
(0.0079) (0.0079)

EDU2 0.0147
(0.0084)

0.0154
(0.00B4)

MCE 0.1077 0.1152
(0.1169) (0.1167)

Variables in Spell Spell Spell Spell Spell

X2
Length

Spell
~ngth Length Length Length kngch

1-7 Weeks 8-39 Weeks 40+ Weeks 1-7 Weeks 8-39 Weeks 4O+ Weeks

PQ 0.5197 0.0593 -0,3030 0.5244 0.0620 -0.3000
(0.2297) (0.1652) (0.3467) (0.2296) (0.1653) (0.3466)

UITAX -0.0312 -0.0035 0.7088 -0.0173 0.0008 0.7096
(0.2124) (0.1538) (0.3687) (0.2117] (0.1541) (0.3664)

UWMTE -0.0569 -0.0730 -0.0551
(0.0427)

-0.0582 -0.0698 -0.0547

(0.0286) (0.0566) (0.0424) (0.0285) (0.0566)

EBDUM -0.0983 0.0190 -0.7023 -0.1028

(0.2321) (0.1561)
0.0373 -0.688B

(0.3325) (0.2320) (0.1556) (0.3291)

(1-8) -1.2605 3.3234 2.1887 -1.3717 3.1659 2.0666

(3.9029) (3.7218) (3.8612) (3.9042) (3.7237) (3.86o6)

(1-a)*1 1.7880 0.0313 0.0413 1.7839 0.0316 0.0412

(0.4380) (0.0464) (0.0138) (0.4379) (0.0464) (0.0138)

(1-5)*12 -0.1591 0.0002 -0.0001 -0.1586 0.0002 -0.0001

(0.0515) (0.0011) (0.00005) (0.0515) (0.0011) (0.00005)

8 3.2388 3.7037 -3.5758 3.6329 4.1388 -3.5218

(3.8770) (3.84B8) (4.1701) (3.8649) (3.8376) (4.1532)

6,1 -0.0097 -0.1309 0.1241 -0.0012 -0.1307 0.1235
(0.1316) (0.0891) (0.0407) (0.1305) (0.0889) (0.0405)

~.~1 0.0042 -0.0004 0.0042 -0.0004
(0.0020) (0.0001) (0.0020) (0.0001)

6*WSA -0.0071 0.0044 -0.0076 0.0054
(0.0033) (0.0098) (0.0032) (0.0084)

6*WE 0.0177 0.0071
(0.0139) (0.0340)
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Estimates of Pr,,

(Standard Errors in”Parentheses)

LOG
Likelihood

Variables in
x.

AGE

EDu

AGE*EDU

AGE 7

EDUZ

.Wcz

Va=iables in
x>

Model A

Spel 1
Leng=h

1-7 W“eeis

~,g~~~

(0.1231)

-0.1281
(0.13Ei)

-0.0531
(0.C2E4)

0.1491.
(0.147E)

-1.6657
(3.4422)

0.4553
(0.166C)

-0.0729
(0.0234)

0.1902
(0.2924)

-0.1603
(0.2424)

-0.0036
(0.0111)

-0.0049
(0.0073)

0.0165
(0.00781

-0 .369.5.-
(0.11”631
Spell
L:3gth

8-39 Weeks

1.3348”
[0.1774)

0.1722
(0.1911)

-0.1575
(0.0365)

0.3435
(0.1966)”

-0.81&3
(3.3353)

-0.0515
(0.0517)

0.0013
(0.0013)

Spell
Mngth

40+ Weeks

0.E829
(0.4601)

0.0196
(0.5940)

-0.0083
(0.0820)

-1.2794
(0.4579)

-3.6433
(3.3596)

0.0413
(0.0253)

-0.0001
(0.0001)

Model. 6

-3172.063

Spell
L“enqh

1-7 Weeks

1.9103
(0.1231)

-0.1248
(0.1381)

-0.0534
(0.0264)

0.1477
[0.14781

-1.6440
(3.4471)

0.4585
(0.1664)

-0.0728
(0.0234)

0:1946
(0.2926)

-0.1723
(0.2427)

-0.003B
(0.0111)

-0.0050
(0.0073)

0.0168
(0.0076)

-0.3C73
(0.1163)
Spell
Length

8-39 Weeks

1.3359
(0.1774)

0.1749
(0.1912)

-0.1561
(0.0365)

0.3520
(0.1965)

-0.8144
(3.3402)

-0.0517
(0.0517)

0.0013
(0.0013)

S?e:l
Le7.==~.

4c- g~~b;s

0.8!5:
(0.46s:1

0.019C
(C.59371

-0.00E:
(0.0820)

-1.2691
(C.4566)

-3.6332
(3.595E)

0.04:3
(0.C253)

-0.0001
(0.0001)
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TABLE 8.1 -W

Pa :,ame:e= Es:imti:es of Tim= Pr.cpO1tiOn Probabilities .of Sorie, Nc , and A:: cneT.p::jm&r.:

Estimtes of Pr,

(Standard Er.ro=s in Parentheses)

Moael A I Motie> B

Log -3337.304 -3338.234
Likelihood

Variables in
x.

AGE -0.1275 -0.1286
(0.3329) (0.3325)

EDu -0.2303 .
(0.2931)

-0.2314
(0.2928)

AGE* EDU 0.0162 0.0164
(0.0138) (0.0138)

AG=2 -0.0036
(0.0087)

-0.0036

EDu;

(0.0087)

-0.0024
(0.0062)

-0.0027
(0.00611

=CE -0.1848 -0.1747
(0.1439) (0.1430)

mm~ ED 0.1765 0.1717
(0.1:”5s) (0.1186)

NUM31 DS 0.2004 0.2025
(6.0855) (0.0853)

Tariables in
spell Spell Spell Spell Spell

X2
Length Length

Spell
Length Length Length Length

1-7 Weeks 8-39 Weeks 40+ Weeks 1-7 Weeks 8-39 Weeks 4O+ Week=

PQ 0.797: 0.3457 0.2909 0.7923 0.3439
(0.2144)

0.2841
(0.1770) (0.44791 (0.2136) (0.1770) (0.4454)

WI TAX -0.0134 -0.2193 0.4934 -0.0082 -0.2122 0.5068
(0.2290) [0.1701) (0.4315) (0.2275) (0.1700)

UN~TE -0.0367

(0.4250)

-0.1349
(0.0473)

-0.0737 -0.0363
(0.0342)

-0.1339 -0.0624
(0.0733) (0.0472) (0.0339) (0.0716)

EBDUM -0.2524 -0.0478 -0.2343 -0.2518 -0.0437 -0.2394
(0.2588) (0.1738) (0.3822) (0.2580)

(1-6)

(0.1731) (0.3706)

-2.1372 3.1426 3.2672 -2.1290 3.1351 3.3437
(4.038B) (3.8889) (4.5213) (4.0372) (3.8878)

(1-61*1

(4.5142)

1.8732 0.1793 0.0444
(0.4227)

1.8723 0.1790 0.0447
(0.0535) (0.0631) (0.4228) (0.0535) (0.0628)

(1-6)*12 -0.1637 -0.0031 -0.0001 -0.1635 -0.0031 -0.0002
(0.05001 (0.0013) (0.0004) (0.0500)

8

(0.0013) (0.0004)

1.3425 1.8005 4.64B9 1. B422 2.2195 3.5046
(4.0091) (4.0577) (5.2444)

6*1

(3.9741) (4.0112) (5.1781)

0.0178 0.1295 0.0195 0.0088 0.1295 0.0133
(0.1674) (0.1124) (0.1093) (0.1667) (0.1105)

~*~2

(0.0951)

-0.0013 0.00002 -0.0013
(0.0027)

0.00004
(0.0007) (0.0027) (0.0006)

6*WE 0.0063 -0.0043
(0.0179) (0.0077)

6*W3h 0.0030 -0.0329
(0.0045) (0.0365)
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Estimtes of Prr,

(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

LOG
Likelihood

Va=iables in

Jariabies in
x>

PQ

UIThX

UN=TE

E33UM

(1-8)

(I-8)*1

(1-5)*12

Moael A

-3337.304

-0.2287
(0.3072)

-0.00B8
(0.2717)

0.0024
(0.0115)

0.0041
(0.0078)

0.0028
(0.0057)

Spell
Length

1-7 Weeks

1.9740
(0.1323)

C. C58:
(C .1461)

-0.0362
(0.0298)

-0.0487
(0.1659)

1.5836
(3.7781)

0.2432
(0.1832)

-0.0368
(0.0257)

-o.48e5
[C. 13351

0.7722
(0.1097)

0.2731
(0.0787)
Spel 1
Length

B-39 Weeks

1.2354
(0.1770)

-0.0014
(C.1799)

-0.1289
[0.0371)

-0.1866
(0.1898)

1.4514
(3.6243)

0.1509
(0.0541)

-0.0027
(0.0013)

S?ell
kngt h

40+ weeks

1.0988
(0.4637)

0.4595
(0.4568)

-0.0436
(0.0761)

-0.3381
(0.4098)

0.4410
(4.3204)

0.0461
(0.0632)

-0.0001
(0.0004)

Model B

-3338.234

Spell
kngt h

1-7 Weeks

1.9723
(0.1323)

0.0598
(0.1460)

-0.0361
(0.0298)

-0.0484
(0.1659)

1.5923
(3.7786)

0.2421
(0.1832)

-0.0366
(0.0257)

-0.2289
(0.3072)

-0.0102
(0.2717)

0.0026
(0.0115)

0.0040
(0.0078)

0.0027
(0.0057)

-0.4827
[0.1335)

0.7688
(0.1096)

0.2717
[0.07E7)
Spell
=ngt h

B-39 Weeks

1.2343
(0.17701

0.0038
(0.1798)

-0.1283
(0.0370)

-0.1839
(0.1895)

1.4449
(3.6246)

0.1506
(0.0541)

-0.0027
(0.0013)

Spe::
Leng:h

40+ weeks

1.0920
(0.46>4)

0.47:E
(0.4517)

-0.05z E

(0. C747)

-0.3431
(0.4005)

0.5082
(4.3104)

0.0465
(0.0629)

-0.0001
[0.0005)
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- and itinducesno significantchange in probabilities for the 40+ week speUs, This translates

into the prediction that an increase in U-B.4 raises the likelihood that a UI recipient claims

d] of a spell= unemployment fornonemployment durationsoflessthan 40 v,eeks.In the

case of women, the rmults for model A indicate the absence of significant UI entitlement

effects; so model B ~cludes dl UI benefit variables.

8.3 Estimation Results for the Division of the Some Unemployment Clmsification

Before one an fully mplore the implications of these empirid findings, one requires more

elaborate information about the wriation of p within the “some unemployment” category.

This involves estimating the way in which the event p c I, breaks down into the seven sub.

event spe18i, Sk =Sl, ,., 87. Specifications (8.3) represent the probabilities governing the

allocation of p across the sub-interi.als 1,1, ., ., I,,.

The forms of these specificatioris estimated here are quite simple due to the sparcity of

observations in the interval O < p < 1 md in order to avoid the introduction of a substantial

number of parmeters. The covariates.S]and .Yzin (8.3)consistofonly constantterms and

indicatorsof U1 receipt.In particular,.YIincorporatesthe variable$,and ,Yzincludesonly

an interceptterm, Afterconsiderableexploratorydata analysis,no otherquantitiesappear

to serveas important determinmts of the variationofp among the intertis1,1,....I=,.

In specifying the splines making up the function g (1, .Y2, a) in (8.3), one must introduce

a modification to account for the fact that p falls in various combinations of the intervals

w-ith zero probabihty. We incorporate this modification via the specification

g(l, X2, a) = [0, (t) – *O(f)] [@dk+ ao~~ + a~~~f+ a21kf2]
(8.4)

~ [~j(f) - @j-”l(f)] [QOjk + eljke + a2jke2],
j=2

where dk is a dummy tible definedbelow and the coefficient@ has an assignedvaluethatis

lmge and negative.Ash theformer specificationofg givenby (7.5),relation(8.4)expresses

g as a linearcombination.ofthreesphnes thatturn on md offat O,7 and 39 weeks. Thus, the

ody differencein thisspecificationand the former one concernsthe presenceofthe quantity

+dh, For valuesof e in which Prob(pc I,, I pcI,, 1, .S) = O, we set dk = 1 (so, @dk is
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3] In ~dditiOn, because Of the nUrnerOusa large negative v~ue); othern-ise,we set dk = O.

instances when probabilities take zero values for the cases f s 7, one cannot estimate three

freeparameters in the firstsplineforallcells,b recognitionofthissituation,we efitilliaie

the minimal number of coefficientsin each cell.32

To estimate these specifications of corrditiond probabilities, we apply a conventional

mafimum likelihood procedure for the mdtirromid logit model to compute vdrres for the

parameters ~ md a appearingin formulation(8.3).Our sample consistsofobservationson

p for those rrorremployment spells in w,hich O < p <1. We estimate separate models for men

md for women

Tablm 8.2-M ~d 8.2-W present parameter ~timates for men and ,women, rmpectively.

Tke analysis sets dl coefficients msociated v,ith the cell I,. = {p : .70 ~ p < .85} equal

to zero to establish identification;3s so no results appear for this cell. Consequently, all

probabilities are measured relative to Pr,c (f, X)/Pr. (t, X)

8.4 Implication of the Etipim”cal Results

TO translatethe above empiricalfindingsintoimplicationsabout theinfluenceofU1 poli.

ties, Tables 8.3-M and 8.3-W’ report predictions for time proportion probabilities for various

worker types and UI program regimes, These tables present estimat~ of the probabilities

PT1 = P~i (f, X) given by (8.2) for i = n, SI, . . . . ST, u, w-hicb characterize the distribution

f (Plf, ~y) OVCI the entire range of P from O to 1. The arrdysis creates predictions of these

probabilities using the estimated specifications of (8.2) and (8.3) described above for models

B. The tables report predictions of Pr~ for the three representative worker types and the

four prototype UI program regim= described in Section 6.3 (see descriptions (6.6), (6.7) and

(6.8)). The reference demographic group assumed in Table 8.3-M is 25-y_-old white men

31 Thus for the -es k = S1, s,, dk = 1 when f = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. For the cues k = 32, 36, dk = 1 =t~en

1= 1,2, 3. Forthec~es k= s=, S5, dk = 1 whenf= 1, 2,4. FOI thec~e k= S4,dk = I whenf= 1,3,5,

7,9;in additionforthisl~t c~e,dk = -1 when f = 2 since the conditional probability equals on=.
32 More specific~ly, for the cme k = SI, s,, one c= incorporate only the intemept cOCffiUCnta“~k; and

for the -e k = S4 one can timit only the intercept md thehnm coefficients anl~ =d el,~,
33 Wfile ~orm&Eation On a cell probab~iy that cm take a value of zero - which Occurs for Cell 3G when

! = 1, 2, 3- may appear &Oleave the identification of parameters unresolved, such is not the cue dt,e tO
the implicit restrictions arising fmm the prdynomids in the functions g whtch force pmbzKllities to follow a
simple pattern for the alternative val”~ of 1.
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TABLE 8.2 -H

Fa=a:,e--e: =S-.imateS Of Time ‘Proportion Probabilities Of Tnte=ic= cells

Eseimtes of Prk(l ,X) /P=, (l,X)

(S:andard Errors in Parentheses)

Variables in xl
Name Variables in Spell kngth Spell Length Spell Lengtr,.

x: 1-7 Weeks 8-39 Weeks 40+ Weeks

Pr(p G 1=1 I PE I,)

I nte=cept 3.6610 -2.0287 1.7013
(1.9468) (1.1092) (2.0242)

Linear Te-m 0.1814 -0.0258
.(o.1124) (0.0501)

Quatiratic Tem -0.0032 0.0002
(0.0025) (0.0003)

6 -1,2023
(C.4760)

Pr(p6 1,21 p61, )

1r.te=ce?t 9.1705 -0.3084 1.9429
(11.6836) (0.9738)

Linear Te=m

(2.0407)

-4.0640 0.0776 -0.0387
(4.7184) (0.1062) (0.0503)

Q;ati=e=i= Te-~, 0.4440 -0.0021 0.0002
(0.4674) (O:OU25) (0.0003)

6 -1.0188
(o.44e5)

Pr(p E 1,. { pG I,)

Ip.te=cept 3.1590 -1.6498 -1.4132
(26.6772) (1.0073) (2.6155)

Line2r Tem -2.0278 0.1935
(9.6181)

0.038C
(0.1077) (0.0655)

Quad:atic Tem 0.2877 -0.0046 -0.0002
(0.8606) (0.0025) (0.0004)

6 -0.0374
(0.3873)

Pr(pe 1, lpE I,)

Intercept -3.2587 -0.9668 0.5398
(1.9258) (1.2660) (2.2127)

Linear Tem 0.8002 0.1002 -0.0114
(0.3947) (0.1368) (0.0547)

Quad=atic Tem -0.0028 0.0001
(0.0032) (0.0003)

6 -0.2126
(0.4276) ,
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TABLE 8.2-M (cent )

Parazi.=:er EstL-==e= c: Time Proportion Probabilities of ir.=e=io= Cells

Eszir,ates of Prk (2,X) /PI, (l,X)

(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

Variables in XZ
Name Variables in Spel 1 Length ‘ Spell Leng:h Spell Leng:?.

x; 1-7 Weeks 6-39 Weeks 40+ weeks

PI(PC 1.. ! pC I,)
,

Intercept 2.8034 -2.2058 -0.4280
(26.6763) (1.1730) (2.0913)

Lineax Te-m -1.8858 0.1962 0.0067
(9.6179) (0.1217) (0.0511)

Quadratic Tem 0.2735 .-0.0044 0.00003
(0.86G6) (0.0028) (0.0004)

6 0.6294
(0.3689)

Pr..(pc 1,7 I pe I,)

In:ercep: 2.8011 -2.1076 1.1264
(1.9922) (1.0940) (2.5078)

Linear Te.~ 0.1882 -0. G24E
(0.1160) (0.0631J

Qu&d=azic Ten, -0.0043 0.”0001

6

(0.0027) (0.occz)

0.0184
(0.4204)
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TABLZ 8.2-W

?arav,et.ez.Zstim,a-kes of Time Pra~ort iOn Probabilities cf Inte=icr Cells

Estir.ates of PrK (l,X)/Prs (1,X)

(Standa=d Errors in Parentheses)

Variables in X2

Name Variables in Spell kngth Spel1 Len”gth Spell Lengtk,
x. 1-7 Weeks 6-39 Weeks 40. We=ks

Pr(p G lS1 lpE Is)

Incercep= 0.1423 -1.0544 4.8146

(1.3759) (1.1672) (1.6B1B)

Linear Tem 0.2193 -0.0705
.(0.1237) (0.0395)

Quadratic Tem -0.0038 0.0004
(0.0028) (0.0002)

8 -1.3863
(0.4C78)

Pr (pe 1,2 lpE Is)

In=ercepz 3.7443 0.6163 .4.5392
(11.7522) (1.1534) (1.6990)

Linear Tem -0.6852 0.0968 -0.0817
(4.4537) (0.1246) (0.0402)

Quad=a=ic Te=m 0.0137 -0..0026 0.0004
(0.4163) (0.0029) (0.00021

& -0.9877
(0.4265)

pI(p E I,- I pE I,)
,

Intercept -16.8795 1.4635 2.7549
(23.1913) (1.2196) (1.7921)

Linear Tem 6.6742 -U.0797 -0.066C
(8.2490) (0.1311) (0.04i2)

Quad=acic Tem -0.6341 0.0018 0.0004
(0.7269) (0.0030) (0.00021

6 -0.0064
(0.4236)

Pr(PE 1~4 I PE I,)

Intercept 5.8524 1.1177 2.4964
(2.5059) (1.2421) (1.9112)

Linear Tem -0.8990 -0.0114 -0.0632
(0.4704) (0.1356) (0.0440)

Quadratic Tem -0.0004 0.0004
(0.0032) (0.0002)

6 0.0494
(0.4451)
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TABLE 8 .2-W (cent .)

?Z=ane=ez Es LLmces c.: “Time Pr:~o-fiicn-P =05abi litie-s of Iz=e=icr Cells

Escimces of Prk(l, X) /Pr, (l,X)

(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

Variables in x>

Name Variables in Spell Length
x: 1-7 Weeks I ‘C:; ::::h 1 ‘r;: :::::’”

Pr(pe 1~5 [pe I,)

Intercept -14.7028 0.7813 2.6697

(22.8649) (1.2B1O) (1.B700)

Linear Tem 5.0873 -0.0087 -0.0665

(8.0972) (0.1399) (0.0436)

Quadratic Tem -0.4346 ‘-0.0002 0.0003
(0.7109) (0.0033) (0.0002)

a -0.2433
(0.4595)

Pr(pe 1,, I pc I,)

Ifitercep: 0.1544 -0.6097 2.2625
(1.5003) (1.5176) [2.7291)

Lineaz Te=r. 0.0474 -0.05>6
(0.1610) (0.0?23)

Q.adzazic Te-~< -0.0011 0.0002
(0.0037) (0.0004)

6 0.6009
(0.448B)
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Nonemployment
Duration

4 Weeks

20 Weeks

39 Weeks

4 Weeks

20 Weeks

39 Weeks

:mplo~enl
History

HI

HI

HI

HI

n,

HI

H.

Hm

Hm

u.

H.

H
-

UI
<egime

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

All

TABI,E 8.3-W

Predictions OE Time Proportion Probabilities

UI
{eceipl

Wo

Yes

No

Ye9

No

~

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Prn Pr. Pc, Pr. Pr$
3

Pr,~ Pr, Pr. Pr~
J 1

0.24 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.02 Q.oo 0.61

0.00 0.00 0.03 0:.OO 0.04 0.00 0.02 ,0.00 0.91

0.29 0.13 0.10 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.31

0.00 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.72

0.26 0.24 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.21

0.00 0.12 0.07 0.13 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.11 0.41

0.25

0.00

0.42

0.00

0.31

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.13

0.05

0.24

0.06

0.03

O.to

0.06

0.09

0.00

0.00

0.04!

0.06

0,.07

0.09

0.06

0.05

0.09

d.03

0.00

0.00

0.04

0.05
,.

0.04

0.03 0.00

0.03 0.00

0.02 0.02

0.03 0.05

0.03 0.Q3

0.56

0.88

0,10

0.61

0:.16

0.13 0.08 0.14 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.35



w,ho arehigh-sbool grduates; and Table 8.3-IV reports results for 25-year old women wko

are high-schoolgraduates,unmarried and without children.34

Each tablereportsestimatesforseveralconfigurationsof the co>.ariatest and ,Y: the

length of the nonmployment spellL \-ariesin the firstcolumn; work historiesidentifiedby

the threerepresentativeworker types change in the second, column (w-ith the results for Hc

fistedfirst,for Hm second, md for Hh lwt ); the four mrieties of policy regimes va~ in the

third column; and an indicator of UI receipt adjusts in the fourth mlumn. Bemuse the l~BA

is the ody UI benefit nriable that serves as a significant determinant of the distribution of

p in the c=e of men, Table 8.3-M combines predictions for UI policy regimes implying the

sme due of W’BA into a single set of results. Thus, for worker type Hz the table combines

regimw RI and RZ, and itrecognizesthat thisworker isin~gible forU-Iunder regimes R3

and R4 and is therefore a nonrecipient, For worker type Hm, the table distinguishes between

the JI’BA paid by regimes RI ad R2 from that pti d by R3 and Ri. For worker type Hh, the

table reports results for the three distinct values of WBA ptid by regime RI, by regime R2

and by regimes RS md R4 avtilable to this worker. Bemuse UI entitlement variables ae not

significant det=tinants of the distribution of p in the case of women, Table 8.3–W reports

predictions merely distinguishing wheth~ m individud co~ects UI or not. No results appear

in this latter table for worker type HA inrecognitionofthe rarityofthistype among womerl.

The e~,idencepresentedinthesetablessupportstwo main conclusions.First,U1-recipients

always reporta substantiallylargerfractionoftheirrrorremploymentspellas unemployment,

regardlessof the other circumstances.Second, the predictedtime proportiondistributions

formen revealthat unemployment makes UP a greaterfractionofrronemployment spellss

one rtis= the WrBA ptid by a UI program, but the shifts in these distributions truslate

intotinor effects.For example, movement from regime R1 to Rs or to & for worker type

Hh boosts hls WBA from $150 per week to $250, =d this leads to no more th= a .06

change in the “dl unemployment probability. Of course, in the case of women there are no

UI-entitlement effects adtitted u a consequence of their insigtificmce in estimation.

34 *E in the ~reviO”9 ~rdctions, individuals are sasumed not to have quit their jobs; EBDUlf = o; and

the variables VNRATE and UITAX m setequal to their sample mean,
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9. Relating UI Entitlements and Recipiency

The full impact of U1 policies is hidden in the empirical work done so far due to tke

treatment of recipiency status as an exogenous condition. The empirical findings of the

previous sections” indicate that the unemployment ~periences of individuals who collect UI

benefits during times of nonemployment differ quite substantially” from the experiences of

individrrds who do not receive benefits. UI recipiency expands the lengths of nonemployment

speIls and leads to large changes in the fraction of each spell reported as unemployment,

Consequently, even if UI entitlements were found to have no effect in the estimation presented

up to this point, it is still the case that UI policies could have a major impact on the amount

of unemployment by exerting a big influence on an indi}.idual’s decision to collect UI and

acquire reiipie”ircy status.

The importance of UI entitlements in influencing this decision is the topic to whick we

now turn. Tke distribution describing recipiency in “the pre%-ious discussion is ~ (81E, T, PA),

which one may simply w.rite as ~ (6~,Y) with the covariatei .Y incorporating the variables

E, TH, Z, wd hf.

9.1 Estimating a Specification for the Recipiency Distribution

The formulation of j (61,Y ) estimated in the follow-ing analysis takes the form

(9.1) f(6= II,Y) = P,(6= lIJY) = #em

which, of course, represents a standard logit. The wriables making up ,Y include the full

set of demographic characteristics introduced in earlier specifications, the bracketed group of

work-history variables H5 given by (7.7), and the macroeconomic and UI-t=ation variables

listed in (6.4) and (6.5). The analysis inco~orates threequantitiescapturingthe influence

of UI entitlementson recipiency:the two variablesM7BA =d WE included in the empirical

relationships considered above, and the product WBA * W7E which represents total UI hen.

efits avtilable to an fidivi dud during a nonemployment episode. The following estimatiorl

etiuates X at the st~t of sp~s.

To estimate the probabilities Pr (6 = 1IA-), we apply mtimum lik~ood to compute

tiues for the pmameters @ appeting in specification (9.1). Our sample consists of obser-

vations on whether UI coUection took place during nonemployment spe~s associated with
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values of ,\- m.hich qualify an individual for compensation from the UI system. Clearly, for

spells associated with combinations of ,Y =d work-history variables that render a person

in&gible for UI receipt, Pr (J = I\.\-) = O. We estimate distinct models for men and womeI1.

Tables 9. I-kl =d 9.1-W presents estimat= of recipiency probabilities for three config-

urationsof the UI mtitlement variables,designatedmodds, A, B and C. Model A incorpo-

ratesthreeUI-benefitquantities:WBA, lt’E and W7BA * WE. Model B deletes the variable

U’BA * WE. Finally, model C rettins those quantities that enter as significant determinants

of recipiency.

9.2 Implication of the Empitical Ruulti

The e>.idence presented in these tables indicates that the form of UI entitlements con-

stituting the principal determinants of UI receipt difler according to whether one considers

men or women. In the case of men, the key vmiable is the total value of benefits tkat all

individud could collect throughout his nonemployment spell; with this total benefits mriable

included, both wee~y benefit amount and the weeks eligible variables are statistically in-

significant. Inspection of the estimates of model C in Table 9.1-M re~eals that an increase in

total benefits rtises the probabi~ty of UI recipiency - this is the implication of the negative

coefficient on WBA. * E’E. In the caseof women, weeks ofU1 ehgibihtyisthe centralfactor

determiningU1 receiptsince1~’~isthe only quantitythatenterswith statisticalsignificance

at cmrventionrdlevds of confidence.Referringto the resultsof model C in Table 9.I-JY

indicatesthat a Wornarrwith a higherWE h= a greater probability of collecting UI during

a nonemployment episode.

To gauge the importmce of UI entitlements on the Ekehhood of UI recipiency, Tables 9.2-

M and 9.2-W report predictions of the probabfities Pr (6 = OIX) md Pr (J = 11,S) for the

representative worker types md UI pobcy regimes mnsidered in the previous discussion. The

predictions come from the estimated specification (9. 1), with the covariates X- evaluated to

identify 25-year-old individnds who are white, high-s~ool graduates, unmarried md without

cfildren.

Tlle evidence presented in these tables supports thr= b=ic conclusions. First, more gen-

.

erous UI programs”encourage the collectionofbenefits.Second,increasesin the probability
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TABLE 9. 1-M

:a=am5..a= z!,=imLazes cf =he L,I.Rec:e F: PIGbabi:icy

Estimates .of PI (6 = i [ X)

(S=andara Errors in Parentheses)

Mode: A Model B Model C

LOC Likelihood -1023.115 -1025.413 -1024.782

Va=iable ..- Estimace Estimate Estimate

AGE -0.9880 -0.9860 -0.9721
(0.4774) (0.4793). (0.4780)

EDU -1.7163 -1.6967 -1.7061
(0.3502) (0.3483) (0.3487)

AGE* EDti 0.0493 0.0486
(0.0164)

0.0490
(0.0164)’ (0.0162)

AGE2 0.0062 0.0064 0.0060
(0.0108) (0.0109) (O.O1O8)

~2u2 0.0296 0.0296
(0.01.14)

0.02.96
(0.0116) (0.0114)

~~~ 0.3433 0.3409 0.3439
(3.15891 (0.1587) (0.1583)

L-ITAX -0.4476 -0.4505 -0.4528
(C.1397) (0.1393) (0.13B5)

~~z>:~ -0.00E4 -0.0103 -0.0105
(G.G238) (0.0237) (0.0235)

E3D LT.K -0.387@ -0.3915. -0.407j
(0.1196) (0.1193) (0.1180)

WEh 0.00B6 -0.0008
(0.0051) (0.0023)

WE 0.0163 -0.0122
[0.01591 (0.0067)

~,~= .~~ -0.0003 -0.000:
(0.0001) (0.00005)
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TABLE 9 ..1.-W

?a=a.7Le:e: Zstim,a:es of the ,Ji Reciept Probahi Liry

Estimates of PI (5 = 1 I X)

(Standard Er=ors in Parentheses)

Moael A Model B Model C

LOO Li,Kei ihOOd -692.853 -693.97”3 -694.201

Variable Estimate Estimate Estimate

AGE -0.4801 -0.5269 -0.5088

(0.5579) (0.5570) (0.5559)

EDU -C.5455 -0.5971 -0.5861
(0.4669) (0.4646) (0.4644)

AGZ*EDU -0; 0288 -0.0273. -0.0276

(0.0229) (0.0229) (0.0230)

AGE2 0.0161 0.0166 0.0163
(0.0135) (0.0135) (0.0135)

EDu~ 0.0573 0.0580 0.0577
(0.0128) (0.0127)

WCs

(0.0127)

-0.1952 -0.20B2 -0.2005
(0.2012) (0.2005)

W.SI ED

(0.2004)

-0.2296 -0.2310 -0.2305
(0.1482) (0.1480)

h,;J.VXIDS

(0.1480)

0.0364 0.0411 0.0381
(0.1091) (0.1091) (G.1092)

UI TAX -0.5256 -0.4962
(0.1677)

-0.498E
(0.1649) ,(0.1647)

u~~y~ -0.0292 -0.0270 -0.0261
(0.0311) (0.0311) (0.0310)

EBDUY. 0.2010 0.1938 0.1834
(0.1565) (0.1560) (0.15431

WBh -0.0081 0.0024
(0.0083) (0.037)

WE -o.05e9 -o.032e
(0.0201)

-0.0332
(o.ooe7) (o.ooe7)

W3A .WE 0.0003
(0.0002)
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TASLE 9. 2-M

P=edic:io~. s of the Probability of UI Receipt

Em=:=vme2z Hist.orv U? Xeaime Pr(3 = 0) PI(6 = 1)

H< R: 0.77 0.23

H; R2 0.76 0.24

H; R3 NE NE

Hi R< NE NE

E r R: 0.52 0.48

E, RZ 0.51 0.49

H: R: 0.50 0.50

R, R< 0.46 0.54

E. R: 0.28 0.72

B ,, R> 0.25 0.75

E ,, R> 0.23 0.77

H :. R~ 0.18 0.82.
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TABLE 9.2-W

Predictions of..the Probability of UI Receipt

Emslo”mert Histo=s, UI Retime Pr(& = O) Pr (a= 1)

H; R] 0.83 o.i7

H: R2 0.73 0.27

H:

I
R~ I NE NE

H: I R~ I NE NE

H: R: 0.64 0.36

H, Rz 0.59 0.41

H,
I “ I ‘5’

0.41

H- R4 0.48 0.52
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of receipt =sociated with greater generosity are larger for women than for men; vrhereas

probabilities cl>ange as much as .2in the case of females,changes for men are only about

one-half this size. Third, and not surprisingly, the earnings qualifications of a U] program for

detertiting eligibility is a major source of control for effecting the likelihood of recipiency

For sample, in the c=e of men, while programs R3 and R4 generally offer greater benefits

to those who qualify, their more strtigent ehgibility criteria sharply curtail UI cOllectiOn for

low-intensity workms.
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10. The Impact of UI Policies on the

Duration of Unemployment

Combining the estimation results of Sections 7-9 provides the “ingredients necessary to

answec the question posed at the beginning of Section 6, which one may simply state as: Does

the generosity of UI programs influence the amount of unemployment experienced between

jobs? The following discussion proceeds in two steps: first, it constructs the distributions’of

the number of weeks of unemployment that occurs alter job separation for UI and non- U1

recipients; next, it integrates these resdts with the likehhood of UI recipiency to infer the

full effects of UI policies on the accumulative amount of unemployment experiences.

10.1 Compan”ng Unemployment Durations for UI and non- UI Recipient Populations

One of the most POPU1= distributionsan~yzed in the literaturedesctibes tke duration

of unemployment that occurs after etiting from a job for individuals who collect U] com-

pensation. Such distributions ~e typically the focus of studies that use program data. in

the framework developed above, the function j (U 16,E, T, PA) characterizes the form of

this distribution, with ~ (U16 = 1, E, T, PA) describing the experiences of the UI-recipieI]t

population. These quantities summarize how the aount of unemployment varies as one

shifts UI entitlements v.ithin populations selected according to their UI-coHection status.

One can infer the properties of tfis distribution from the results presented ill SectioIls

7 =d 8. In “particular, as indicated by formula (5.7), one can construct an estimate of

~ (U 16, E, T, PA) by calculatinga summation over the distributions~ (tIA,E, T, PA) a,,d

j (p It, 6, E, T, PA). The former quantity issimply the nonemployment duration distribution

estimated in Section 7, and the second is the time proportion distribution estimated ill

Section 8.

Tables 10. 1-M ad 1O.1-W provide a general description of the unemployment duration

distribution ~ ( Ulf, E, T, PA) computed using the above procedure for various configura.

tions of the cowriates. As before, the designation “M” in the table numbering indicates

that the predicted distributions refer to men who me members of the demographic group

considered in Figures 7-M and Table 8.3-M, md “W” identifies the results for the compa-

rable group of women. The tables report the 10, 25, 50, 75, 90 md 95 percentiles associated
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TABLS 10. 1.-M

predictions a: tt,e Dis=rlbat ior, of Weeks of une~lcj-en: by 3e=i Pier.C-V.S=Z:’:5

UI
Recei Dt

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

10% 25.1 Median 35% 90$ 55+

o 1 5 12 2& 38

2 4 9 16 28 44

2 5 11’ 21 38 53

0 1 3 7 14 23

2 3 8 13 21 30

2 4 8 14 23 33

2 4 8 14 23 33

2 4 9 17 29 41

0 1 2 5 m 24

2 3 6 15 29 40

2 3 6 15 29 40

2 3 6 15 29 40

2 3 8 20 37 48
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UI
Xeceimt

Nc

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes.

10$ 25% Me6ia3 75% 9C% 95>

0 i 3 8 ....17 29

1 3 6
~~-..

17 25

2 4 8 16 30 49

0 1 2 5 12 22

2 3 6’ 11 20 34

2 3 7 13 24 43

2 3 7 13 24 43

2 4 9 18 42 e2.
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with the constructions of the distribution ~ (U\A, E, T, PA). The first ‘column of the table

specifies the work-history nriables set according to the three representati>.e v,orker types;

the second column allow-s for adjustments in the entitlement ~~riables in a way consistent

with the four prototype UI policy regimes; and the third column designates whether results

refer to a UI or to a non-UI recipient pop@ation.

The evidence presented in these tables convey three mtin findings. First, UI recipients

typically experience substantially more weeks of unemployment between jobs than nonre-

cipients. TVS follows without exception in the case of men, ad holds with only minor

qualifications for low-intensity workers in the c~e of women. Second, changes in the weekly

benefit amount offered by a UI progra have no appreciable effect on the distribution of

unemployment. W’hether one considers either men or women, there is fiter.dly no difference

in the percentil= =sociated with two distributions that describe the number of v,eeks of

unemployment for tu,o UI polic~regimes that pay different 11’B.4’s over the same length of

time. Third, changes in the weeks of eligibilit~” offered by a program induce considerable

shifts in the distribution of unemployment, especially in that region of the distribution de-

scribing long durations, In the case. of men, an -tension of I~E from 26 to 39 weeks leads

to around only 1 to 2 more weeks of unemployment for a median individud who collects UI,

but unemployment lengthens by 3 to 5 weeks for at least 25 percent of recipients and by 6 to

8 weeks for at least 10 percent of this group. The situation is quite comparable in the case

of women except that there is even a more pronounced &ect on the longer unemployment

durations; the number of v,eeks of unemployment almost doubles for the top 10 percenf of

UI retipients.

10.2 Cornpa=”ng Vnemplo~ent Duratiom Across Policy Regimes

One now has sufficient idormation to evaluatethe comprehensive effectsof UI policies

on unemployment. The distribution~ (U[R, PA) quantifiestheseeffects,and one can apply

formula (5.6)usingthe resrdtsobttinedabove to developestimatesofthisdistribution.For a

. populationatlarge&mactetied by the attributesPA, knowledge of j ( UIR, PA) detemines

the extent to which weeks of unemployment experienced between jobs adjusts in response

to shifts in UI policy. The measmed response implied by ~ (UIR, PA) recognizes that UI
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rectipt is an endogenous choice which may itself be dependent on the nature of tke skift ix~

UI policies”

Tables 10.2-Lf and 10.2-W characterize tl,eproperties ofth.edistribution f(UIR, P.4)

estimated using formula (5.6) and the empirical results reported in Sections 7-9. In pre-

senting these implications, the population characteristics PA Aoosen as points of evaluation

are tke same u those wsumed in previouspredictions,which describetke behavior of a

population consisting of 25-year old men or women who are white, high-s~ool educated,

unmarried and without children, who dld not quit thtir job, and who Eve in a state with

average unemployment and UI tues. The first column of Tables 10.2 identifies the three

representative worker types, and the second colmun designates the four UI policy regimes.

Thelwt group of columns report the 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, and 95percentiles =sociated w-ith

tlleestimated distributions f(UIR, PA).

The predictions of the comprehensive effects of UI programs presented in these tables

kighligkt two major conclusions of this analysis. First, the size of the W-BA ptid by a UI

program does not influence the number of weeks of unemployment reported between jobs.

Second, a rise in the value of It’E offered by a progr= does not alter the allocations of skort

durations ofunemployment, but it makes thelongerdwations even longer by an increasing

amoul~t. These findings essentially mfiror those described above in Tables 10.1 which distin-

guish results by UI recipiency status. Tables 10.2 show that there is nopercepta.ble ckarrge

in distribution of unemployment ~periencedby the nmremployed as one moves from a state

with a low, UrBAtoonewith a high W’BA, even when this increase boosts benefits bym much

= $100 per week (for a high wage worker). Further, these tables show, that unemployment

distributionsshiftmakedly beyond medius in a way to lengthend durationsgreaterthan

thesepointsbyanever increasingamount when astate’sUlprogrm expands HrE.
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TABLE 10.2 -M

Pretiictions of the Distribution of Weeks of Un-plo~enz

Zr.pLopen: UI
Histo=v Recine 10+ 25% Metian 75% 9oi g~~

HJ R: o 2 6.14 21“ 39

Hj RP o 2 1 15 29 43

HJ R3 , R< o. 1 5 12 26 38

H n, R: o 2 4 10 18 27

H, R; 1 2 5 11 2.0 25

Hr R> 1 2 5 11 2 c. 29

F., P.+ 1 2 6 12 24 35

H:, . R: 2 5 12 26 3E

H ,, R: 1 2 5 12 26 38

H !. R: 2 5 13 26 38

E :. R: ~ 3 6 11 34 46
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TABLE 10.2-W

PreS; ctiozs of the Distribution of W-eeks Of”Unernplo~ent

Er.p1 ope 7.: UI
His.tc=v Remime :~~ 25$ MetiaE 75% 90% 95k

H: R: o 1 3.8 17 28

H: R2 o 1 4 10 21 35

HI Rzj R4 o 1 3 8 17 29

H. R: o 1 4 8 16 28

Hz R> o 1 4 9 19 34

H, R~ o 1 4 9 19 34

H- R., 0 2 ~ 13 31 61
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11. A Synthesis of the Empirical Findings and Closing Remarks

The empiricalanalysis of the pre}.ious sections offers a simple picture of the role of UI

policies on both the amount of time that youths spend between jobs and the extent to v-hicll

. they classify this time as unemployment. The foil owing discussion summarizes this picture

and relates it to other resdts in the literature.

11.1 Summa~ of the Findings

For men, the above analysis indicates that an individud’ who coUects UI compared to

one who does not is likely to experience a longer spell of nonmployment, at least up to the

exhaustion of UI benefits, and to categorize a lager fraction of this spell as unemployment.

In total, UI recipients report more weeks of unemployment before returning to jobs.

Regarding the influence of UI entitlements on the experiences of men, these benefits

~ter individuds’ activities through several routes. Concerntig the effect. of a rise in the

weekly benefit amount paid by a program, the resrdts show shght increwes in recipiency

and in the fraction of a nonemployment spell listed as unemployment; but this rise in ~ ‘B.4

has essentially no effect on either the length of nonemployment spells or on the number of

weeks of unemployment, irrespective of w-bether one considers the population at large or

only the population of UI recipients. Turning to the fiects of m increase in the weeks of

etigibifity offered by a program, this policy shift induces only a minor rise in the likelihood

of recipiellcy,w is the -e for m increase in U:BA. However, in sharp contrast to the

effects of E7BA, an extention of U’E lengthens both nonemployment spe~s and the amount

of unemployment that occurs between jobs both for UI recipients and for the population

at large. This -tention does not influence short durations of tither nmremployment or

unemployment, but it leads to m expansion of the longer durations with the highest durations

bting stretched out the most.

The findings summarized above for young men dso apply for destibing the situation

for young women with ordy two exceptions. First, while female UI recipients ~perience

‘ more unemployment than nonrecipients at least up to the point of benefits Aaustion as

in the cme for men, there is some mbiguity as to whether a sirnilm relationship exists

for women wka comp=ing lengths of nonemployment spells. Second, the weekly benefit
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amorrIIt does not even play a slight role ~ a factor influencing women’s aperiences. In

contrast to men, changes in M7B.4 h~ no effect on the fraction of a nonemploymeni spell

reported u unemployment, nor does it effect the likelihood that a women collects UI benefits.

Wkereas total UI benefits serve as the primary measure of UI entitlements determining U]

recipiency status for men, the results for women indicate thaj only weeks of eligibility matter.

Other than these two rdatively minor exceptions, the influences of UI policies on women’s

mperiences between jobs in nonemployment and in unemployment follow. the same pattern

as those outlined above for men.

11.2 Compan”sitin with Rmulti in the Literature

Relating our findings to those in other studies requir~ adjustments for differences in

definitions of key variables, in empirical approaches adopted to develop results, and in sample

compositions. Definitions of such mriables as unemployment duration and UI entitlements

vary considerably in the tisting body of research. The largest group of studies rehes on

program data md defines unemployment as U1 co~ection and duration as the number of

weeks of UI receipt, Other studies use survey data and defie unemployment more in accord

with the CPS concept and duration as spe~ length which corr~ponds to an uninterrupted

sequence of weeks. M’ith regard to the notion of entitlements, program-data studies axlalyze

tile effects of both the wee~y benefit amount and weeks of eligibility to capture the influence

of UI policies, whereas survey-data studies consider only the weekly benefit amount as a

measure of UI entitlements. The mdysis presented here is entirely unique for it uses a

de~tion of unemployment corrmponding to one found in survey-data studies, a definition

of the ffl complement of UI entitlements such as the one adopted in program-dat- studies,

mld a definition of duration representing the total amount of unemployment that occurs

between jobs regmdess of the number of spe~s involved h accumulating tkis total which is

distinct from the ones used in other work.

Concerting different= in empirical approaches, the interpretation of what is meant by

a UI effect mries amoss studies depending on the particrdm econometric frmework appfied

to obttin estimates ad on the sorts of nriablm incorporated to control for contaminat-

ing sources of nriation. Some anrdyses estimate &ects via a simple regression model iIL
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an attempt to measure movements in averagedurations,v-bileother studiesuse transitioll-

probabilityframeworks to determinethe influenceofU1 on hazard rates...Anecessaryeconom-

etric featureneeded to measure UI-entitlementeffectsreliablyinvolvesrecognitionof the

important interactionsamong UI benefitsand duration,thus crmting a framework thatper-
.

mits the influence of UI programs to affect unemployment in a nonuniform manner varying

with duration length. While a few program-data studies implement estimation approaches

incorporating elementary versions of these interactions, this study is the first to do so using

survey data. Further, to ensure that variation in ~ benefits in estimation reflects differ-

ences in the generosity of UI policies rather than movements along UI schedules, an empirical

procedure must irr theory incorporate elaborate controls to accout for those aspects of il)-

dividuds’ earnings histories that go into the computation of entitlements. Previous studies

include only a subset of these controls, u,ith none =ccounting for a set that is ne=rl~ as

extensive as the one used in the empiricalanalysispresentedhere.Finally,to obttizlreliable

estimatesof U1 effects,an empirics]approach must account for distinctionsin the unem-

ployment experiencesof U1 recipients\,ersusrrorrrecipientsand for the endogeneity of the

deice to co~ectU1. Without admittingsuch distinctions,“onecannot predicta variety of ef-

fects arising from alterations in UI programs, including comprehensive effects characterizing

the influence UI poficies on a nonemployed population considered in total. The empirical

analysis of this report fully recognizes these distinctions and provides predictions of the role

of UI on several aspects of nonemployment experiences. In contrmt, progra-data studies

model only behavior associated with the unemployment of UI recipients, and survey-data

stndies mtiiely ignore the concept of recipiency status almost without exception.

Turning findy to differencesin sample compositions,there ae obvious qudificatiolls

requiringconsiderationin rdating the fidings presented here to those of Other studies.TIIC

resultsobttined above describethe nonemployment activitiesof a young population, with

men and women nndyzed sepmately. Program-data studies restrict udyses to recipient

popdations of dl ages; some consider ordy men, and other combine men md women. Smvey -

data studies tivestigate the experiences of a wide range of populations,

Wfile a direct cornptison “of the findings obttined “in thjs report with those ~vailabIe in
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tke literature necessarily involves some ambiguities due to the {lfferenc~ cited above, there

is value in undertting such an ~ercise to place the results of the current study into contexi

The subsequent discussion carries out this exercise, first focussing on the estimated efects

usociated with the lJ’BA portion of UI entitlements and then proceedl.ng to ~ aalogous

comparison of the effects attributed to the JI-E portion.

Both program-data and survey-data studies offer predictions of the iduence of the Ii”BA

on unemployment durations, Recent results based on progra data generally suggest that a

rise in the M’BA induces an increase in weeks of unemployment, with a 10~o rtise in V’B.4 pre-

di cted to generate anywhere horn a 0.5 to a 2 week lengthening of insured unemployment .3s

Ii’ithin the framework presented in this report, such a forecast most closely corresponds to

the effectof E’B.4 on the distribution ~ (U16 = 1, E, T, PA). In sharp contrmt to predictions

of the program-data studies, the findings outlined in Section 10.1 indicate that changes in

the kVB.4 have no perceptible effect of this distribution. Of course, there are a variety of

potential re~ons for explaining this discrepancy, including the nontrivial observation that Lr

in program data mewures weeks of UI receipt instead of CPS.type unemployment. h studies

relying on unemployment measures defined more in tune with the empirical analysis of this

report (i.e. CPS-type measures), the evidence of the effects of the JVB.4 on unemployment

durations is far less conclusive. This e~,idence, based on nrious forms of survey-data, often

reveals no significant effects of 1}’BA on f ( U 16 = 1, E, T, PA) or, more typica~y, .on the

distribution ~ (UIR, PA).36 These findngs agree w-ith the results obtained in Sections 10.1

and 10.2.

Only progr--data studi= offer a source for comparing predictions of the influence of

ErE on unemployment durations; no survey-data studies of which We =e aw=e account

3S T~$ rangeOf~timatesCOrUeS from the studies of C1-sen (1979), (who predicts a 1-2 w-k increae),

Newton -d R-en (1979) (who predict a 1-8 week incre=e), MOffitt (1985) (who predicts a 0.5 week incre=e)

and Katz and Meyer (198Sb) (who predict a 1-1.5 week incr~e). Hmmermesh (1977) in his review of

twelve U.S. studies concludes that the b-t prediction of the effect ofa 10-percmtage point increme in tht
gross repl~ement rate is a 0.5week increme h insured unemployment.

~6 Barren ~d Mel]ow (1981), wing a mpplement of the CPS find that WBA becom= insignificant Oncc

one =counts for recipiency status. Clark and Summers (1982), using the CPS, obttin insignifi~nce of
WBA On transitions out of either unemployment or nonemployment, wh!ch are the tz~sitions relrvant for

comp=ing the estimates presented in this report. Katz ~d Meyer (1988a), using a suryey supplement to a
progr--data source, dso find that WBA plays an insignificant role in these tr=sitions.
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for the. effects of M’E in estimation. Results from program data suggest that a 1 week

increase in ii-~ leads to a lengthening of insured unemployment somewhere in the 0-1 week

range, e}.dusted for an “average” U] recipient. 37 The fillding~ presented in this repOrt ‘it

within this ruge as long u one interprets the notion of an average iudividud broadly.

Inspection of the results in Section 10.1 describing the impact of W-E “on the distribution

f (U 1A= 1, E, T, PA) - which most closely approximates the effects obtsined using program

data - reveals that a 1 week increase in U~E generates only about a 0.1 week lengtlleqing

of unemployment duration for the medi~ nonemployment episode. For the longer episodes,

however, the implied lengthening amounts to about 0.6 w=ks. These predictionsareclearlY

in general agreement with those advanced in the literature regarding the influence of WE ox)

unemployment.

1I.3 Policy Implications

The findings of this report suggest several implications concerning the role of UI polities

on the amount of unemployment. At the most b~ic level, the results indicate that features

of UI programs that change the size of weekly benefit amounts are not likely to affect un-

employment, whereas features that alter the amount of weeks of &gibility are likely to shift

unemployment for those individuals who aperience the longer durations. Thus, changes

in the mtim~ level of wee~y benefits paid by a program can be ~pected to ha~,e no

effect on unemployment. In contrast, the introduction of extended benefit programs’ can be

~pected to lead to greater unemployment with a more uneven distribution of ~perie~tces

across nonemployed persons.

At a more subtle level, these implimtions highlight the importance of efigiblfity qualif-

ications in UI programs. A cwurd comparison of UI regimes across states reveals that those

programs paying higher benefits dso apply more stringent qualification requirements. Such

programs in effect offer higher weekly baefit amounts to those persons who qutify and

at the same time ~sign zero weeks of ehgibifity to a greater fiactiorr of the nonemployed

population. Consequently, th=e programs me Ukdy to induce less unemployment according

37 This range of estimates COmeS from the studies of ~=sen (1979) (who P?edlcts no significant effect),

Newton and Rosen (1979) (who predict a 1 wek incre=e), Moffitt (1985) (who predicts a 0.15 week incre~e),
and Katz and Meyer (1988b) (who predict a 0.20 week increase).
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to the implications cited above because the higher WBA ptid by a program yields no change

-d the lowering of WE reduces the aount of unemployment.

A critical factor ignored throughout this discussion concerns the potential influence of UI

pohcies on the work experienc= of individuds. The conclusions drawn above presue that

&aracteristicsofUI regimes do not induce personsto change theiremplopent activities.If

thispresumption isfalse,then pohcy shifts,SUA m incre~es in the weeMy benefit =ounts,

C= lead individuals to alter their worker-type dmsifications or to enter nonemployment

when they wotid not otherwise. Such &ages in work historim imply a different set of

reemployment experiences according to the tidings of this report. Developing m emptied

fmmework to account for these possible work-experience effects of UI poficies is not = difficult

m one might expect. One cm accomphsh ttis t~k by adding an empirical model describing

the e=ning ad the job sepmation ~periences of individuals w~e employed to the model

outbned in Sections 5-9, which essentidy m&es work histories endogenous variabl=. We

hope to pursue such a objective in future r=e=ch.


